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THE SILENT 
MINORITY 
BY SHEP DICKMAN - PHOTOS BY BARRY PENCHANSKY 
As of Wednesday afternoon, By tb.e time we reached Ar-
was intending to go to Wash- lington Cemetery, 11:30 P.M. 
ington on Friday ,and march on Thursday night, it was much 
Saturday. However, the more I colder and a steady drizzle had 
thought about it, the more I rea- begun. We .knew we were in for 
lized that my place was in Wash- bad weather and a mood of 
ington Thursday night for the _disappointment seemed to pre-
March Against Death, a solemn, vail . But not for long. Breaking 
religious prelude to Saturday's the silence, someone remarked, 
massive march. I called my "Another one of Nixon's tricks I" 
Barbershop Quartet . members, Laughter filled the bus. The cold, 
told them I couldn't make prac- soggy veil covering Arlington 
tice Thursday night inasmuch Cemetery was lifted at least mo-
- as "something very important mentarily. 
just came up" -- and I hopped When we got off the _bus, we 
on a Penn chartered bus to Wash- saw a milling mob of young and 
ington. old, all wet and shivering, who 
After unloading my duffel bag had arrived before us and were 
in the back of the bus, I sat down waiting patiently to enter the 
and looked around m.e. Even tents. There were three tents, 
though most of us were of the one immediately adjacent to the 
same age, everyone looked dif- next, which we had to pass through 
ferently, dressed differently. before starting the march. We 
Yet, I sensed, a certain air of soon entered the first tent. In-
friendliness and warmth. It side, young boys were selling but-
wasn't anything overwhelming-- tons, buttons with rows of cross-
just a subtle but pervasive feel- es and "How Many More?", 
ing of warmth you get from smil- buttons with a white dove a t 
Peace." A New Moblization 
New Constitution 
(Mobe) official then addressed us, 
welcoming us "beautiful people" 
to Washington, and stressing the 
importance of non-violence, us-
ing restraint even if provoked, 
the entire weekend. One voice 
screamed 'out, ' ' WE want con-
frontationl" but was quickly 
drowned out by a sea of boos 
and hisses, after which the offi-
cial again stressed the purpose 
of the march and how our only 
objective was a peaceful demon-
stration. Violence was incompa-
t ible with that objective. 
Most of t~e people around me 
came from Pennsylvania, which 
was scheduled to begin marching 
at midnight. Each state marched 
as a contingent, with each march-
er bearing a placard with the 
name of a Pennsylvania' soldier 
killed in the war. Just before we 
received the placards, which we 
wore around our necks with a 
string, the marshall asked for 
questions. A harsh, jerky voice 
(Continued o n pa5·e 8) 
Accepted 
Sen. Clark Says "Get BYTOMWILLIAMs 
80% Back 
Pass-Fail 
BY MIKE STARRELS 
Out and Get Out .Now'' A major effort of council 
this school year has been focus-
ed upon approving a new Student 
Council Constitution. At the last 
meeting on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 19 the document was forrnal '.-
ly voted into existence. It will 
take• effect ·in January 1970. The 
constitution was drawn up last 
summer by the executive com-
mittee in the wake of the urgings 
and suggestions of many stud -
ents last spring. Tom Connelly, 
president of Student Council, 
BY RICHARD BONANNO 
Former P ennsylvania Senator 
Joseph Clark told a Moratorium 
Day audience al\ Solis Cohen 
Auditorium that the U.S. must 
get out of Vietnam as soon as 
possible, because the drain on 
our men and money is crippling 
our ability to deal with prob-
lems here at home. Mr. Clark, 
who was defeated for his Senate 
seat last year by Richard Sch-
weiker, had been on~ of the 
earliest and strong'est critics 
of U.S. Viet Nam policy, and of 
our military policy throughout 
the rest of the world. He. said 
that over half of our national 
budget was devoted to the mili-
tary or support of the military, 
because we persisted in acting 
as a "global policeman." 
Senator Clark emphasized 
five points as being pertinent to 
his contention that we withdraw 
from Viet Nam.(1)40,000Amer-
icans were dead and at least that 
many were handicapped for life 
with injuries. (2) $30 billion/ 
year is spent in Viet Nam and 
$90 billion in defense spending 
total. (3) 10 million people hung-
ry, 26 million Americans living 
at or below the poverty level, and 
our education and health care 
systems being neglected. ( 4) 
Deep divisions in the people of 
the country over the war, which 
were being exacerbated by state-
ments of Spiro Agnew and ] ohn 
Volpe. Clark said some of the 
remarks were reminiscent of the 
Joseph McCarthy era. (5) There 
are 1 million men in the South 
Vietnamese army and only 200,-
000 in the North Vietnamese and 
Vietcong armies. Mr. Clark felt 
that if they could not defend the 
country they supposedly wanted 
to defend with that troop ad-
vantage, there was little reason 
for the U.S. to do the fighting for 
them. 
Senator Clark further dis-
cussed the escalation of the war 
in 1964 underPres ident]ohnson. 
He said it was the military prod-
( Continued on page 6) 
Logistics Morass 
· Marrs Vote 
BY DELVYN C. CASE, JR. 
The status of the · " Student 
Rights, Freedoms, and Respon-
sibilities" (SRFR) document re-
mains in a state of limbo as poor 
planning threatens the credibility 
of the outcome. Fragmentation of 
responsibility concerning distri-
bution, discussion, and voting 
has contributed to this problem. 
As a result a University-wide 
panel discussion is being pla·n-
ned for December 3 at 1 P .M. 
This effort has been spear-head-
ed by James Barone, Tom Con-
nelly, and Richard Nemiroff. The 
prospect of a new vote on the 
issue is being debated as the 
possibility of irreguiarities con-
tinues with the prolongation of 
the voting deadline. 
In the Medical School one 
member of each class was as-
signed to organize the vote. For 
the seniors the problems of mail-
ing and apparent apathy have 
plagued the return of ballots. The 
junior -class voting went smoothly 
under the direction of James 
Barone. However, in the. sopho-
more and freshmen , classes 
where less awareness of the 
document was evident, the short 
discussion period precluded ser-
ious consideration; the resulting 
confusion produced a total vote 
. of less than scm in each class. 
While in the Nursing School, 
it has been questioned· whether 
the document has yet been dis-
tributed. The returns from the 
Graduate School and College of 
·Allied Health Sciences are un-
known. 
The meeting planned for De-
cember 3 will allow spokesmen 
to state their views on the prop-
osed document. 
SRFR is the product ofajoint 
Student-Faculty Committee _ap-
pointed by President Herbut. It 
had originally been charged with 
considering a document that had 
been wr:itten by Dr. Herbut him-
self. However, at , a March 1969 
session of the Commons Com-
mittee (consisting of almost the 
same individuals as the Student-
(Continued on page ; ) 
states "the new constitution in-
corporates more equitable class 
,f epresentation, more class to 
council-member contact, and 
greater functional efficiency." 
Under the new constitution, 
eac h class of the medical college 
will have a total of five repre-
sentatLves to Council, the class 
president and vice president and 
three specially elected repre-
. sentatives. These are to be 
elected before :February 20 for 
each -class e xcept for the fres_h-
man class. Freshman must hold 
elections before Qctober each 
year. Only two representatives 
from the entire fraternity sys-
tem are alloted a place onCoun-
cil. A criticism of the old Stud-
ent government Council's Con-
stitution was that there were two 
representatives from each frat-
ernity, which many felt lead to 
unfair representation of each 
class. Included in the responsi-
bilities of Council representa-
tives under the new Constitution 
are: (1) "representatives must 
report to this constituency the 
results of all regular Councii 
meetings'' , and (2) •' within the 
week prior to all regular Council 
meetings the representativeshall 
advise the constituency of the 
agenda for that meeting and will 
solicit their advice, opinions, . 
_ and suggestions where approp-
riate". These two directives are 
designed to foster greater com-
munication between students and 
Council members. Lack of com-
munication has been a serious 
problem in the past. In addition, 
each Counc il member is allowed 
only ~vo unexcused abse~ces for 
the entire. school year. 
Nominations for executive of-
ficers of the Student Council are 
(Co11-tirrued on page 5) 
In a preliminary poll designed 
to ascertain whether a pass-fail 
system should be developed, Jef-
ferson students overwhelmingly 
endorsed the elimination of the 
current numerical grading sys-
tem and its replacement with an 
appropriate pass-fail system. 
The poll did not attempt to spe-
cify the exact nature of the new 
system or the effect it might 
have on internship selection. . 
What has been demonstrated 
is that over 80 percent of the 
students who responded are in 
favor -of the pass- fail concept. 
What i s needed now is the desig-
nation of Faculty-Stud ent-
Administration Committee to 
consider the following: 1) the 
feasibility of the concept at Jef-
ferson, 2) whether a ''hignpass" 
or "honors" evaluationdestroys 
the benefits of pass-fail, 3) the 
. role of written evaluations and 
4) the effect of such a system on 
internships. Since student and 
faculty wishes have not been 
made clear on the mechanics of 
such a change, if suc-h a change 
is to be made, it would seem im-
perative that the final form · of 
any proposal be publicly aired 
and voted on. 
Several attempts have al-
ready been made to establish a 
special committee with a charge 
similar to that outlined above. 
The Faculty Promotions Com-
mittee considers the idea of a 
pass-fail system to be within 
their jurisdiction and will meet 
to consider the idea in early 
December. It is possible that a 
joint Faculty-Student-Adminis-
tration Committee will be or-
ganized at that time. Interested 
students will have an opportunity 
to speak at the meeting. 
(Continued on page 5) 
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decisi'ons, all ofwhichwerewrit-
LetterS to the Edi tor ten, primarily to insure that the 
individual's rights are not in-
Ariel encourages comments on the fringed upon~ the mo~e power-
articles appearing in this paper or ful group and ltS agenc1e_s. 
o~ other subje~t · of typical interest. It is therefore disheartening 
Diverse op1n1ons are we !corned, ,, . 
Only ~yped letters will be accepted. to read that a free choice of a 
Manuscripts . should be sent to this way of life for . all men, Without 
column c/o Ariel , Box 27, Jefferson "nterference either from extern-
-Hall Commons, 1020 Locust St. , 1 . . . . 
Phila., Pa. 19107. Names will be al reallty ormternalpsych1cfac-
:wit~eld ~>n request and kept in tors is a basic social right which 
str.ict confidence . • · , 
ADMISSION COMMITIEE ' 
REPLY 
To The Editors: 
The letter from Cora· Chris-
tian, class of '71, which you pub-
lished in the November issue 
deals primarily with the method 
J of s~lecting student representa-
::. tives 1 to the Admission Com-
1 mittee. I do not know whether 
: her comments are justified or 
. not; however, as a memberofthe 
· ~ Admyssions Committee I would 
. like to correct some of her mis-
app~ehensions concerning the 
. committee's attitude toward 
black admissions or toward ap-
plicants who have demonstrated 
a strong interest in community 
medicine. 
The Admissions Committee 
does not only welcome the appli-
cation of a qualified black student 
and give it early consideration, 
but has been actively seeking 
black students to encourage their 
application to Jefferson. In ad-
dition, the previous commitment 
and involvement of an applicant 
in public service activities, and 
especially those concerning com-
munity health, are heavily weigh-
ed in favor of any applicant. 
Th~ \ Admissions Committee, 
however,!' is no better qualified 
to select an applicant who will 
definitely1 participate in com-
munity medicine than it is in se-
lecting fut\JI"e cardiac surgeons 
or radioloitsts. It is the medi-
cal school experience that serves 
to mold most career choices, 
and it is the medical_school cur-
riculum and extra-curricular ac-
tivities that will serve to direct 
future physicians toward ghetto 
and community involvement. 
I might add that both Jim 
Gerson and Ernie Wylllle are 
thoughtful and active participants 
in the workings of the Admissions 
Committee and are welcome ad-
ditions to the Committee mem-
bership. 
Peters. Liebert. M.D. 
Assistant Professor of 
Surgery and Pediatrics 
November 10, 1969 
*** 
THE PSYCHIATRIST AND THE 
LAW 
To The Editors: 
In his report entitled ••it's 
your Community'' (Aiiel, Nov. 
1969) Mr. Harry Doyle is long 
on enthusiasm but short on an 
understanding of the relationship 
between psychiatry and the law 
and between the individual and 
his society. Psychiatry as a 
branch of medicine should be 
. governed by the ethic which holds 
that the ultimate loyalty of the 
physician is to the welfare of his 
individual patient. Now, it is true 
that much of the time the wel-
fare of an individual person is in 
harmony with the efficient func-
tioning of society's institutions 
including those responsible for 
social control and domestic tra!l-
quility. However, the best i n -
terest of the individual does not 
always coincide with the best in-
terest of the group and its es-
tablished institutions. This latter 
situation obtains most often 
among individuals in the lowest 
socioeconomic strata. The ever-
present tension and potential con-
flict between the individual and 
the society in which he lives is ,a 
necessary ingredient in an open 
and democratic society. T o lose 
sight of this historical fact i s to 
ignore the purpose of the U.S . 
Constitution, the Bill of Rights 
a nd the recent Supreme Court 
can no longer be denied. • And in 
the same short article to ·be told 
that this right is to be enhanced 
by establishing •• inservice train-
ing for Police Officers in the de-
tection and management of emo- · 
tional disorders, the development 
of correctional and probational 
agencies on a community level, 
and, in general, the establishment 
of a functiopal relationship be-
tween the Community Mental 
Health Center and the Phila-
delphia legal system.'' 
It is doubtful that in helping 
the police to become mor~ ef- · 
ficient in ••detecting'' and "Jjilan-
aging'' behavioral and social de-
viancy, we as physicians will 
contribute to the ability of our 
individual patients to choose 
freely how· they will behave. It 
is more likely that this unholy 
alliance between psychiatry and 
the police will on the contrary 
work to reduce the number of 
available behavioral alterna-
tives. New emerging life styles, 
should they be considered dis-
ruptive, obnoxious or dangerous 
by the authorities, may be con-
veniently labeled "mental ill-
ness" and "referred" for 
"treatment''. Although clothed in 
the rhetoric of medicine and 
therefore seemingly 
1 
_in the pa-
tient's best interests, the "re-
ferral" is really made to ensure 
domestic tranquility and perhaps 
abort a perceived · threat to the 
safety and security of the com-
munity. 
It is certain that this "func-
tional relationship'' between the 
police and psychiatrists, were i.t 
to flourish, will cause people in 
the community to wonder with 
good reason about the professed 
1 allegiance of Community Mental 
Health Center therapists to the 
rights and welfare of their in-
dividual patients. 
Irwin N. Hasseilfeld, M.D. 
November 12, 1969 
DR. HASSENFELD'S LETTER 
WAS FORWARDED TO THE 
Aln'HOR WHO REPLIED WITH 
THE FOLLOWING: 
Dr. Hassenfeld' s comments 
on the relationship between the 
legal system and the behavioral 
sciences are most welcome since 
they provide an opportunity to 
speculate about a common role 
of mental health teams and police 
in the community. Although there 
is presently minimal interplay 
between these two agencies, the 
fact remains that both the police 
and the mental health team are 
in daily contact with people in 
trouble. In addition, the "troubl-
ed'~ person seen by the police 
is not unlike the person seen by 
a .. team'' member. Last year, 
7 63 of all calls to Philadelphia's 
police involved non-criminal 
matters, such as medical emer-
gencies, family disturbances, and 
the like. In fact, drunkelllless ac-
counts for the greatest number of 
'arrests each year. Certainly 
there is at least a degree of 
overlap in the spheres of activity 
of both police and mental health 
workers and it is in these areas 
that a partnership shoul9 exist. 
A word about that amorphous 
mass who by "ever-present ten-
sion and potential conflict" pro-
vide the 11necessary ingredient 
in an open and democratic socie-
ty'' - - the .. lowest socioeconomic 
strata.' ' These are the same peo-
ple who have the highest incidence 
of mental disease, the same peo-
ple who are most often on the 
short side of justice, the same 
people who just don't always 
groove " with the best interest 
of the group, and its established 
institutions '. And these are the 
same ahistoric people who, 
· ARIEL 
despite the Biu of Rights and 
C onstitutlon, still required Su-
preme Court intervention on be-
half of their basic social rights. 
Neither external reality in the 
form of 0 the more powerful group 
and its agencies" nor internal 
psychic factors in the form of be-
havioral disturbances \should 
limit · an· individual's potential in 
a free society. 
Two facts require underscor-
ing. One is that both the police 
and the behavioral scientist con-
tact people with real human prob-
lems. The second is that the po-
lice as an established and power-
ful agency of society operate in a 
vacuum of ignorance when it 
comes to assessing public needs 
as regards the law. The question 
thus becomes can those who sci-
entifically pursue human behavi-
or translate feedback from the 
community into objective infor-
mation which could then allow 
police to better perform their 
primary function which is not 
-- as television and movies would 
have it -- to catch criminals aft-
er crimes have been committed 
but to prevent crimes frombeing 
committed in the first place. To-
day we have trained men con-
. cerned with preventing sickness, 
and we should have trained men 
concerned with preventing crime. 
An objection to the "inservice 
training for police officers" has 
been raised by Dr. Hassenfeld, 
who fantasizes the establishment 
of a police state dominated by an 
elite corps of suppressors 
"clothed in the rhetoric of me-
dicine''. Armed b~l their advo-
cates in the mental health cent-
ers, the police will no longer 
require clubs or guns or the Na-
tional Guard but will rely upon 
their new sophistication to con-
trol the masses. It is unlikely 
that this will materialize over-
night, however , since the present 
system of suppression is so well 
entrenched and encouraged-- law 
ando~ 
· Generally ,the policeman finds 
himself caught up amid conflict-
ing standards and expectations 
from the community. Society of-
fers little and demands much 
from its police. Better education, 
better pay, psychological coun-
seling and training would all help 
to make the policeman's job as 
honorable as that of a judge, in 
addition to enabling him to more 
effectively meet the challenge of 
crime prevention. 
Harry A. Doyle, Jr. 
November 20, 1969. 
Logistics Morass Marrs Vot~ " 
(Coatinu.ed from page 1) 
Faculty Committee), a group of 8 
then sophomore medical stud-
ents "took over" the meeting by 
directing harsh criticism toward 
the origin and nature of the docu-
ment. These students pressed for 
full distribution and full discus-
sion of its provisions. Further 
debate by the Committee was 
tabled until the full student body 
could evaluate the Presidential 
document for themselves. 
At the same time these same 
students worked with the class 
presidents to establish an ad hoc 
committee consisting of 25 stud-
ents that re-wrote SRFR. The 
results of these efforts were then 
presented to the Student-Faculty 
Committee for evaluation. 
The product of the Student-
Faculty Committee of 10/10/69 
is a compromise proposal yet 
biased toward the student ver-
sion. The judicial system is 
wholly the product of the ad hoc 
group. The discipline section has 
been clarified; yet the conduct 
section remains disturbing to 
some (and confusing as was the 
student version). The other areas 
e xhibit quite reasonable appro-
ximation to the student proposal. 
One pr oblem with adoption 
that has arisen i s whether af -
fi r mat ion depends upon the ma-
jority of all the students at the 
Unive r s ity or the major ity of the 
students voting. If the latter case 
To Cut • IS 
to Cure 
Although barely scrubbed be-
hind the ears, a group of medical 
school juniors have recently an-
nounced the formation of the Jef-
ferson SurgicaISociety. While the 
organization is intended for stu-
dents who already aspire to a life 
in the surgical theater, those who 
are undecided as to their future 
goals in medicine have also been 
invited to join. The organization 
will be open to sophomores, jun-
iors, and seniors. Application 
blanks are available throughout 
the school, or from Bob Place, 
Steve Silver, or J. Smith all of 
the class of 1971. 
is appropiate, should not a 
quorum be set? 
SRFR has been endorsed by 
the Student Council of the Medical 
School and ARIEL. 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
FILLED -
History 
To Be 
Pagel 
of Medicine, 
discussed 
The Hobart Amory Hare Me-
dical Society an_d-Alpha Omega . . 
Alpha Honor, Fraternity are co.:~ 
sponsoring a series r0£ three iec·-
tures on Medical HiStory. Barry 
Make and Robert Kane, the presi-
dents of the two student organi,-
zations, cite the lack of any ap-,- _ 
preciation of the sUbject as the 
reason for these lectures. The 
lectures will be held at Jeffer-
son, Hall and all interested people 
are invited to attend. The sche-
dule for the series is: 
Dec. 4 - "Thomas Jefferson 
Plans a University,_, Dr. s. K. 
Radbill. . 
Jan. 14 - ''Osler and Phila- . 
delphia", Dr. Fred Rogers, Pro-
fessor of Preventative Medi~ine~ 
Temple University Medical 
School~ 
Feb. 4 - "Diseases of Great 
People," ' Dr. C{onzalo Aponte, 
Head of Dept. of Pathology, Jef-
ferson Medical College. ' 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO 
JEFF.PERSONNEL 
PAUL 
OPTICAL CO 
Custom · Opticians 
MA 7-6332 
135 SOUTH TENTH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA~ PA. 19107 , 
(opposite Jefferson Hospital) , 
I 
ltGISJ ltlCOltO ... AUDIO OIAtllt Jlrices 
~~~r. -~':::"!' • • onty. ' llC. Offer good 
thru 
HOURS ~ THIS WEEK 
ONLY ~AM 
Mon., 9:30-9 ,,,,,, 
Tues., 9:3().9 
Wed., 9:30-9 1125 CHISJNUJ 'SJltHJ-10 7·5210 Thurs., 9:30-9 ______ .;._ _______ ___,.......;.....__ 
Fri., 9:30-9 
Sat., 9:3().9 We honor UNIC~RO and BANKAMERICARO 
SPECIAL LP RECORD and TAPE SALE 
EV.ERY LP LAB~L 
. Not just one Artist-Not just one label-but every artist on 
emy type of Recordelf Sound in OUR H~GE INVENTORY 
Dec. 6th 
1969 
Uijll:t.1 ~~mw~, 111a1m\1 
D8fi\i~l~i lfilillt Ulm 
rn111111amn11ai:m1.;1i;m 
. r1u111n:wrnm1* 
IN OUR HUGE INVENTORY 
-THIS OFFER GOOD THRU DEC. 6, 1969 WITH THI::; AD 
SCHWANN SHOW CASHIER HARRISON SIOWWlllUTllS- HARRISON SNOW ClSlllO lllS 
CATALOG THIS 'AD' FDR CATALOG II fOl IRUI PllCU CATALOG ID 01 mu PllCIS· 
LP PRICH THESl PRICES PRICE 311 PRlCE 
498 294 498 SH 41s 
SH 4s9 . 7~· 5ss 
598 3s4-6,. 519 998 695 
I 595 835 
698 404. 7H 1198 898 669 2198 1537 · ~~·~b:~; ~~i~::. "S:i:a.·;t;r:: 
iled edil ions "°' included. No 998 749 We honor lanlc/.mericard 
open accounts .. and Unicard. 
r 
.Be .s ure to see. ouc fine selection of PORTABLE IMDIOS , PHONOGRAPH~, T~PE PLAY· 
IERS, etc·. , on our Main Floor. In Ofll Seconcl Floor Auclio·Department -you will fin_J the 
finest nationally aclvectiserJ AUDIO SYSTEMS ancl COMPONENTS. We a ls o carry ~H~ET 
,MUSIC, ,MUSIC BOOKS, etc., on the Second Floor. Come to Goody's for Sound Buvs ! 
/ 
I\ 
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We're .. -.Num.b·er 
{Almost) 
One Extern 
-
Part 1 
BY MICHAEL BLECKER 
'Having recently achieved uni-
versity status Thomas Jefferson 
University is faced with a real . 
dilemma. At a time when thou-
sands of institutions of higher 
education are vying for national 
acclaim and the public's dollars 
how dpe s a medically oriented 
university gain distinctio.n? In a 
iand. What future professional 
quarterback could refuse to play 
for a university that has its own 
orthopedic department to guar-
antee that he is delivered to 
· Vince Lombardi and the boys 
with a complete set of funct ion-
ing knees ? , 
recent poll in which pedestrians ·The publicity that will come 
at 10th and Walnut Streets were to Je ffe r son once we are in the 
asked their opinion of J effer son top ten s taggers the imagination. 
83% thought it was a fine air- How could Life Magazine resist 
line and 17% wonder ed if it might the human interest value inhe r -
not be good ide'a to- move the ent in a six foot five inch 250 
capital of Mis souri to St. Louis. pound student nurse? Ha~ there 
The pr oblem is indeed vex- ever-before been aHeismanTro-
ing, but the solution is rather phy winner as adept at passing 
simple. All that T JU need do bedpans as he is at pass ing pig-
is become proficient in that ar ea skins? Eventually even the le-
of scholastic endeavour which gendary " Four Horsemen of 
the non- effete public regards as Notre Dame" will be oversha-
synonymous with excellence in dowed by T JU' s answer: ' 'The 
education. What Jefferson r eally 'Tetralogy of Jefferson." 
needs is a nationally.ranked foot- -The possibilities are end-
ball team! ·--=iess. The benefit.s to Thomas 
With a little vigorous recruit- jefferson University will be 
Clinical stuff--cardiac ar-
rest, thoracentesis, pneumoen-
cephalograrn. Hoboyl This is itl 
Now let's see. Here's my clean, 
kr,inkly, starched white coat. 
-Front pocket--name tag, three 
rulers, flashlight, reflex ham-
mer, five or six tongue blades, 
four pens. Left side pocket--
book of medieal tables, tourni-
quets, extra rulers, tape mea:. 
sure, safety pins, small black -
loose- leaf notebook. Right side 
pocket -- flashlight batter ies , 
spare ruler, stethoscope care-
fully in place with just enough 
of the earpieces showing. Black 
bag containing the following 
items: a sphygmomanometer.' 
(blood-pressure thing), in case 
the hospital do,esn' t have one; 
tuning fork, set at per fect pitch 
fo r " Down By the Old Mill 
St ream" ; a $200 deluxe, fuel-
injected, overhead cam, r e -
chargeable ophthalmoscope- oto-
s cope, which no one ever teaches 
you how to use.' 
On to the hospital. With an 
by "Mr. X" C.C. Ill 
air of confidence and noble -de-
dication, my· colleagues and I 
arrive at Mickey Mouse Gene-
ral Hospital, the institution from 
which we will glean the basics of' 
our chosen profession. Since one 
of the fundamentals of medicine 
is punctuality, we want to ·.be on 
time. Instructions say to meet 
our attending physician on the 
seventh floor. - Here's the ele-
vator now. 
" Seven, please". 
" Sorry,"' the operator says, 
' ' I have to pick up a load of 
garbage. You medical students 
will just have to wait.'' 
Hmmm, . and he forg ot to ad-
dres s us as " doctors." Well, 
we finally make ii: to the seventh· 
floo r , and exactly one-half hour 
after the designated t ime of our 
attending, Dr. Sturge Weber , and 
his s taff arrive. 
"Welcome to 'The Mouse.' I 
hope you will enjoy your stay 
with us. -Let me explain a little 
about our program here. As me-
dical stdents you will be -an in-
tegral part of the care of each 
- patient. You will do workups 
with the resident and intern, 
write progress notes and dis-
charge summaries. In this way 
you wm · be stimulated to read 
about each disease as it comes 
in and really learn lots and lots. 
Ah, but one thing--at no time 
are you to write any thing on the 
patient's real chart. And no 
fooling around with procedures 
on the patients. You can just 
watch. Here's a copy of the 
daily conference schedule. No-
thing is to interfere with your 
attendance at these conferences, 
even if a patient is hemorrhag-
ing to death and you ar e com-
pres sing an artery. This situa-
tion is unlikely to occur though, 
because medical students are 
not allowed to assume such po-
s itions of responsibility. An aide 
can 'do this, but you guys would 
probably screw i t all up. 
"Now let me introduce our 
- staff. This is your resident, Dr. 
Music - Rock 
Marky de Sade (who we were 
to. later learn was a former 
Marine Corps drill instructor 
and three time Dale Carnegie 
BY STEPHEN P. FLYNN drop-out), and your interns, Dr. 
Phineas T. Bluster (whose mot-
to is •I went through it, you 
· ing the mighty Black and Blue enormous. There is only one 
could have a bowl bid overnight. minor detail which, remains to 
The five y~ar plan of!ers an op:- · be worked out: . how does a 200 
portunity for red shirting- un- piece marching band practice 
matched -on any campus . in the in a hospital zone? 
New Albums don't deserve any better') and 
up by his Grease Band. Despite 
Joe Cocker! (A&M SP 4224) Joe the only fair quality of the A &M · Dr. Jose Garcia y Vega (who 
Cocker speaks three languages, none of 
recording, Cocker's strong sound 
Cocker, a young British blues comes through. which is English). It's time now 
vocalist, came to prominence for my partner, Dr. Arnold' let 
How to Succeed in Signing 
Block 
Up over the summer in his appear- Volunteers (RCA LSP 4238) 'em read it in the book' Chiari 
· ances at the major rock festi- Jefferson Airplane to show you around.'' 
vals, especially Atlantic City and "I'm sorry, Dr. Weber. I 
for a Woods~ock. Besides his powerful G od standard Airplane don't have time for that today. voice, Cocker is a very dynamic soun~. jack Cassady plays a We have to -get ba<;;k to our re-
BY CHERRY LIGHT ' 
~performer on stage __ (even ·Joplin· rf 1 b 1 ....:1 search on rat pubic hair~ You 
h f h h 
_ . powe u ass, ow au . .1 mean, guys are dismissed." 
comes to er eet w en e is on.) ·to support J orma Kaukonen' s lead , / 
Have_ you ever ~ondered how· Special-yes. . Cocker . has been called the , guitar~ Kaukonen is in usual good . Well, we re on our own. We 
- -or'wfiein o ~sign-up'for art efoc;:· ---·--· ··pea~ Dept~;'.flme-·:rw1Cs;;m5vr·· ma1e·-1 oplfil~ --out ·1mr 01Ues"· ate ··· ·10rrn-wrt1r·lil~Cstrung:ouCfead ._,, _mi~ -~s.. _we~Lg°:_over._t?_the.: .. - ~ .. - - - -
tive block or the location of a A, Priority-B, Report-A,B, Ad- more together and driving than riffs and his electric emphasis wa1:'1 and. s~e some patients. 
CORE clerkship? I did, and now vance? No. Joplin' so Where Janis wails and to the vocalization. Solid and Wait a mmu~e. The conference 
many questionnaires and several Psych. Dept. - Time-lto 6 pouts, Cocker belts out his earthy clear · drum work by Spencer schedule ~ay~ that we have con-
, meetings with Dean Gpnnella lat- mo., How-B, Priority-A, Report style. The varied collection of Dryden rouoo~ out the instrti- fere~e z:ight I now. In fact, here 
er, I would like to ' report on B, Special-Possibie. - material on his new album amply · mental Airplane. The voca~- la U. _ . . llililiilllli••" 
that that l have unea~hed. ~urg. Dept. - See remarks t_o demonstra~es his versatility.Al- ists, Grace Slick, Paul Kantn~· , lO:OO Confe - , nc~, nf . ~ , First of all, the policy_ for folfow. though most of the songs are by and Marty Bal· say 1 t d Case Presentation Co erence, 
_ - m, a 0 a 12·00-1·30 Gfand RourxJs· 1·30-
indicating a choice of location Med.: The present Junior other artists, like the Beatles, say it well musically. With h r 3.30 CPC· ,3.30_5•00 T~achin for- a clerkship is within the class has already been assigned Dylan, Leonard Cohen and John strong, haunting voice, Gra ie · nf ' 1 • • - • g 
. . . . Co erence. ·we can see patients 
realm of each department. Not to ' locations. The present Sopho- Sebastian, Cocker mterprets dommates, especially on hers lo be ll · ~O - nd 12.00 'f _ 
surprisingly, there are as many more class, however, will have them in his own distinctive fa- ballad, "Hey Fredrick", w~· h f tween d · 1 , a i ' 1 ~on 
policies as departments. Below · the opportunity to form a corn-- shion: strictly blues innovation. she wrote. Helping the Airpl e der:nce 01e!nht run ~te han we I 1 ded · h lb · h" . on t eat u~1c • Here s t e con-is a synopsis of what was mittee under direction of their nc u m t e a urn is is new out on different songs are su ry f 1 L , 1 
I d f h · · p d d h h. · 1 1 .. 1· d , , . . 1 d. S .1 erence room. et s sit over g eane rom t e questionnaire. resi ent. an to ave t is com- sing e re ease, De ta La y. artists, me u mg teven Sti s, h I · 
~irst, a few words of explana- {Continued on page JO) Cocker enjoys a solid back- David Crosby (both of Cros y, er::·Ah ydu medical ·students 
non. B k p . Stills and Nash), Jerry Gar ia . ·- . ! 
Time: how far in advance of 00 reVteW: (Grateful Dead) and Nicky H p- want to sit ~over there o~ those 
the block to submit choice. k'ns h adds h' a I' -eel benches? T l ose soft chairs are 
Th B k f th Y ~ • w 0 is ccomp 1~ reserved tor the orderlies.'' - How: How do you wish the - __ - e 00 0 e ear p1~n? to the album. _(H?pk1 s, "Bob, My, Bob." 
students to indicate theirchoice? originally from Britam, ow It's Dr i d S d . 
A. A- questionnaire will be , Editors of the 1970 ''Clinic" While work on the editorial plays with the Quicksilver Mts · i' e a e, our resi-
. , - dent, and lie' s calilng to me in 
mailed to each student. met their first deadline late last side is progressing smoothly, senger Service. lie has bac , e~ spite of the fact that my name 
B. Stop by at the office or month, submitting one-third of business manager Tomm Fiss up such groups as the Stones, is Fred. 
slip a piece of paper under the the yearbook to the publishers reports that patron subscrip- the Beatles, the Who and the 
door. right on schedule. tions and advertising revenues Kinks.) 
Priority: WhaW appens if Completed pages include the are lagging behind previous The album is a good set, 
"Bob, how about running down 
the hall and getting me a spit-
oon? I've forgotten to bring 
mine. Wait, forget it. Confer-
ence is starting. I' 11 just use 
your shoe.'' 
more students sign -up for a senior section, which was planned years. He attriblltes some of the more together than some of their 
location than there are positions and executed according to the revenue slowdown to reaction to earlier LP' s. Included are "We 
available? popular format pioneered by the the 1969 ''Cliic", with its cele- Can Be Together" and "Volun-
A. First come, first served. 1969 "Clinic," with senior por-' brated nude centerfold and edi- teers.'' 
B. Random assignment. traits and write-ups interspers- torials critical of the school. 
C. As many students as want . ed with interesting photographs of .. It's surprising," Fiss re-
a certain location will be ac- the Jefferson scene and Philadel- marked, ''how many presumably 
comrnodated. phia in general. intelligent, tolerant physicians 
· Report: How will the final According to editor Terry have protested over what they 
assignments be reported to the · Carden, · work is progressing felt was a 'disgraceful' year-
students? ahead of schedule and the pu- book.'' 
A. iA letter will be sent to blishers should have no trouble Despite the protests, which 
, each student. meeting the projected delivery have come in the form of signed 
\ B. ;\. list will be posted on the date of May 15. lett~rs as well as crank notes 
'.Bulletin\ Board. - Preparation of the remainder ---~I!<L te.lephone.-- calls-.-~--the--1969 
c. It\ is up to the~ni.denLto..:. __ of.the-28Q~pageboolnswell u-nder book_ was greeted with general 
'··:,- c~or s-~oplJYtneoffice. _ w~y-. Of special int:rest.thisy7ar ap~roval, this year's editors 
'. Apply 1 in advance: Can the will be an exclusive mterview pomt out. 
student apply in advance of the with Dean Kellow, . a special 16- Demand was so great, 
of \the tim1 mentioned in column page secti.on commemorating th~ in fact, that no · '69 "'Clinics'' 
1 and expe~t preferential assign- . lOOth anmversary of the Alurnm are left, and the staff is left 
~ent? \ Society, as well as lengthy clini- with only one file copy. 
Special consideration:. ' Will cal, preclinical and activities The shortage, along with a 
speeial consideration be given sections. mailing rnixup, resulted in many 
to sbmeone who has extenuating "Clinic'' ' photographers, un- complaints that patrons . did Rot 
reasons for- his choice? der photography editor Bill receive copies of the book. Jan 
Anesth. Dept., Time 2 wks., Keelr, have amassed a large Raynak. business manager of the 
How-A, Priority-A,' Report-B, 1 selection of interesting candid '69 book, is unable to explain 
Advance?-Possible, Special- yes. photos for inclusion in the book. why some patrons were not mail-
Med. Dept. - See remarks to Of special interest are the color ed books,-but he has arranged to 
follow. photographs being submitted for refund patron fees -to these con-
Ob/Gym - Dept., . Time-6 wk., publication, according to Keel. tributors ,f they write to him at 
----HQw-B, '>-Priority-B, Report-B, He st,ates there is no doubt the Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, 
Advance?-No. -1970 "Clinic" will maintain the where he is serving his intern-
Ortho. Dept., How-B, Priori- high standard of photographic ship. 
ty-C, Report-C. Advance? - yes, excellence established in recent 
yearbooks. 
The topic is "Methods and 
Techniques of Measuring the Ve-
Misc: locity. and Decibel Levels of Rec- -
Dylan freaks can pick up on tally Passed Gas in theGeriatric 
their man's latest thoughts in a Patient.'• we awaken as the last 
rare interview (first one in three question is answered arxJ go out 
years) in the current issue of into the hall to discuss our night 
R~lling Stone (Nov. 29) •. Dylan duty schedule. · 
tries to come acro~s as JUSt an "Hey you medical students! 
ordinary . guy. domg what he I just waxed that floor. Move 
wants. Ki~<:!_ -~!. hare! !~ Eeli':_~~ --- along .... ~-T--he-- v.oice-be-longed-t0- a.. - ------.. -~­
Watch for Dylan to go on con- janitor who was seated nearby. 
{Continued on page 6) NEXT MONTH: "Mr. X" ON 
Call. 
WA 3-7157 . !.. 
,DANZIG & BOWERS 
OFFICE SUPPLIES PRINTING - ENGRAVING 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT WITH 
STUDENT IDENTIFICA'TION 
1225 Sansom Street 
Philadelphia; Pa. 19107 
December, 1969 
New Constitution Accepted 
sought at the next Student Council 
Meeting on December 17. It will 
be an open meeting where any 
student can nominate another 
student in good standing for any of 
the four executive offices of pre-
sident, vice-present, secretary, 
and treasurer. Also, the present 
presidents and represE;!ntatives 
of each class are looking for 
nominations at large from mem-
bers of their respective classes. 
Students are urged to nominate 
their choices. 
Mike Starrels, head of the 
Council's Student Curriculum 
Committee, reported at the last 
Council gathering the results of 
the Student Opinion Questionaire. 
It was distributed to the fresh-
men, sophomore, and junior 
(Continue_!. from pag~ 1) 
faculty to see if some type of code 
is needed or wanted. The com-
mittee informed C oundl that 
there already is in effectadress 
code for juniors, seniors,interns, 
and residents. 
A new inter-fraternity organ-
ization has been formed to handle 
affairs between fraternities. 
From this body the two Council 
members are elected. The frat-
ernity organization is otherwise 
ind pendent of the Student Council. 
Council decided to investigate 
undertaking the management and 
fiflancial responsibility of a note 
taking service for each class. 
The only immediate expense 
would be the purchase of a 
mimeograph machine which 
could be used by other student 
classes on October 31 and Nov- organizations. 
ember l, 1969. The breakdown 
80% Back Pass-Fail of responses is as follows: 
Proposal: Institute Pass-Fail (Continued from page 1) · 
System: Freshmen 83 Agree, 13 
Disagree, 96 Total; Sophomore 
134 Agree; 28 Disagree; and 162 
Total; juniors 37 Agree; 17 Dis- . 
agree; 44 Total. 
Many medical schools .have 
adopted the pass-fail system in 
the last ten years. Some of the 
arguments presented in favor of 
the proposal are: 1 )' restructur-
ing the medical education exper-
ience from a competitive to a 
cooperative environment, 2) re-
inforcing the internal motiva-
tions of medical students which 
will form the basis of their ac-
tions after completing their edu-
cation, 3) the conclusion drawn 
by several studies that medical 
school grades are not strongly 
correlated to objective evalua-
tions of performance as a phy-
sician and 4) to make learning a 
more pleasurable experience. 
Arguments against pass-fail in-
clude: 1) students won't study 
without grades and 2) it will be 
impossible, or at least harder, to 
get good internships for Jeffer-
son graduates. Both of these legi-
timate concerns . can be studied 
by looking at the experiences of 
other medical schools. 
Twelve Jefferson. students, 
oncluding five freshmen, one 
sophomore, three juniors and 
three seniors attended the First 
Annual Northeastern Conference 
on Medical Education at the new 
medical school in Hershey, Pa. 
over the weekend of November 
21st. Announcements had been 
made in al~ the classes and 
everyone interested was able to 
attend. The conference was high-
lighted with lecture-discussions 
by Dr. Funkenstein of Harvard 
and Dr. Pellagrino of theyet-to-
be-opened SoU.N.Y at Stoney-
brook medical schools. There 
were also workshops in eight 
areas of interest including curri-
culum, Nat'l Boards, community 
health, evaluation and admis-
sions. All who participated felt 
it was a weekend well spent. 
The Student Curriculum 
Committee is also in the process 
of organizing "feedback" com-
mittees in the first two years. 
The sophomore groups have al-
ready met and the freshmen will 
be functioning very soon. E a c h 
group consists of students from 
a given class who are interested 
in improving or ameliorating 
specific issues which can best 
be handled on a departmental 
level. In- other words, these 
groups are prepared to handle 
gripes which are held by the 
majority of a class. Evaluation 
forms are being devised so that 
an ongoing system of material 
and teaching analysis by the 
students will be available to the 
Page 5 
departments. This is an attempt 
to solve problems in a spirit of 
mutual cooperation and under-
standing. · 
Finally, the FacultyCurricu-
lum Qommitte_e has approved a 
student proposal to make elec-
tives available to freshmen. 
Freshmen will now be allowed to 
take electives during their Wed-
nesday afternoon free time if they 
so de.sire. The action is effective 
as soon as practicable, certainly · 
by the Spring 'quarter of this 
year. The proposal on junior 
year lectures has been approved 
by the Faculty Curriculum Com-
mittee and has been presented to 
the departments for their com-
ments. 
Gtand Re-Opening 
UNITED FRUIT MARKET 
Fine Service -
Low 
Frer ~elivery 
Pric;es 
239 South St. 
Across from 
10th 
Jel,f. Hall 
Proposal: Elimination of Jun-
ior Year Wednesday AM Lect-
ures as now scheduled: Fresh-
men 65 Agree, 4 Disagree; 24 
Don't Know; 93 Total; Sophomore-
129 Agree; 25 Disagree, IO Don't 
Know and 164 Total; juniors 37 
Agree; 14 Disagree; 1 Don't 
Know; 44 Total. 
Proposal: Establish c 1 as s _ 
committees to meet with rele-
vant Departments: Freshmen 88 
Agree; 4 Disagree; 92 Total; 
Sophomore 159 Agree; 2 Disa-
gree; 161 Total. juniors 42 A-
gree; 2 Dis·agree; 44 T?tal. 
@ 
Statement: All stlldents 
should be prepared to enter the 
field of General Practice: Fresh-
men 69 Agree; 23 Disagree; 92 
Total; Sophomore 136 _ Ag_ree; 
28 Disagree; 164 Total; juniors · 
31 ,c\.gr~e; 12· Disagree; anc;J -·43 
Total. 
The Student Curriculum 
committee, which retains two 
positions on the larger Student-
faculty . Curriculum Committee, 
is reported by Starrels to be 
working closely with the faculty 
on these issues. With regard to 
the pass-fail proposal, a pre-
sentation of the pros and cons of 
different pass-fail systems by 
Dean Gonella and Dean Gilbert 
and a few faculty members will 
be made to all classes during a 
Wednesday convoc;;ition hour 
sometime in January. In the 
meantime a student facultycom- r 
mittee will be set up to investi-
gate different types of pass-fail 
plans and the whole question of 
student · evaluations. Starrels 
commented OJ) the pass-fail issue 
by saying "I think students and 
faculty should serious.ly con-
sider the feasibility of some 
type of pass-fail system. After 
all, over one third of the nation's 
medical schools have some type 
of non-grading system that 
seems to work quite well." 
Barry Make, a f;enior who is 
head of the Student Health and 
Welfare . Committee, reported 
that it has been working with the 
faculty on a number of _items. 
One recurrent issue is that of 
an honor code during examina-
tions- in the medical schoo_l. 
There will be a referendum 
sometime in December to decide 
on the specific honor code sub- · 
mitted to students by the Student 
Health Welfare Committee. The 
committee feels, however, that 
any honor code should be im-
plemented only for each succes-
sive incoming freshman class 
rather -than for the whole medi-
cal college. Another subject with 
which the committee is dealing is 
student dress. Some faculty 
members have been complaining 
about the appearance of some 
students in the freshmen and 
sophomore classes. The com-
mittee realizes that there is little 
that now can be done to change 
such dress habits, so an opionion 
-poihviu -~ taken"of"'Stodents and ~ ... 
* @ D 
(§) •,. 
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We want your money in a Fidelity Special Checking Ac-
count. And we're prepared to bribe you to sign up. 
A free American Youth Plan ID Card entitles you to one-
half air fare on a stand-by basis on American, United, 
Western, TWA, Northeast, Northwest, and Continental 
Airlines. And you get one-third off on a reserved seat basis 
on Air West, Eastern, Braniff, Delta, and National Airlines. 
The card gets low student. rates at some of the best hotels 
as well. (Note:_ The airlines restrict the Youth Plan Card 
to. students under 22.) 
Or, if you prefer, you may choose a high intensity study 
lamp especially_ designed for deep personal thinking. 
To get the bribe just open a Fidelity Special Checking Ac-
count for as little as $25 at one of our 60 offices. Fill out the 
coupon and bring along your student ID card or proof of 
college matriculation. You'll soon find out the account is a 
pretty good deal. Checks cost only 10¢ each. You pay only 
for checks you use. No 50 cents a month service charge 
during the summer if you don't use the account. Minimum 
balance? Only a dollar. 
So come on in with your coupon, proof, and $25 now. , 
r------------------------------, 
I Application for Fidelity Special Checking Account 
I Here is $ __ to open a new Fidelity Special Checking Account in 
I the name of: 
I 
Miss 
·Mrs. 
Mr. 
School Address 
City 
O American Youth Plan ID Card 
Only good for students under 22. 
State Zip 
O High Intensity lamp 
90 
-------------------------~-----· 
" ...... ............. @ THE FIDELITY BAN.K JEFFERSON OFFICE 1101 Wa lnut Street 
Member Federal Deposi t Insurance Corporation 
/ 
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American Mentality ~gs and the 
Drugs & Drug 
.. B .. e.y .. oiiln d._111t .. h.e_.1 .. e.rr.e .. r... so.n.._ .. C-o m_m .. u .. n.i.t y _ 
Education 
BY RICHARD BONANNO 
Who ~ ade Egeberg Mad? 
Within the general questioning 
of the "younger generation" by 
the older, one nearly always finds 
an attack and call for crackdown 
on teenage drug use. Our recent 
articles- on drugs' point out the 
greatest drug users as being of 
an older generation. The excess 
use of alcohol, stimulants, and 
tranquilizers is by far more pre-
valent in the "over 30' s". While 
the hardcore addict usually is an 
. adult with a background of racial 
and economic d(:?privation (al-
teenager who sees his parents~ (this article is the result of an 
downing ·pills and martinis in- interview of George Wilson, 
discriminantly. Furthermore, in M.D., Ph.D., executive director 
a free society (as we are so fon<Y of the Medical Committee for 
of referring to ourselves), ed-_ Human Rights). 
ucation, not repressive crack- Beyond the Jefferson Com-
down,' must be the answer· Should munity this time takes _ you to 
we actually beallowedtojailpeo- · Washington, D.C •• to the govern-
ple for what they do to their own mental center of health -- the de-
bodies. For one thing, drug ed- partment of Health, Education, 
ucation (telling thetruthaboutthe.--- and Welfare. The date was No-
variety of effects of a variety of I vember 5, 1969; the occasion was 
drug~ ) worlcs •. Witness the mas- a meeting between HEW officials 
(Continued on p<.:ige .9r and the leaders of nationalmedi-
BY MICHAEL STEINBERG 
cal organizations which have been 
traditionally concerned with 
health care of minority groups 
and the poor. 
As a result of instigation by-
PaulCornely, president-elect of 
the American Public Health As-
sociation (APHA ); Secretary of 
HEW, Robert Finch, invited the 
below listed leaders ofprevious-
ly respected medical organiza-
tions to a meeting at the HEW 
building in Washington. Please 
note that several of the guests 
APHA president-elect Paul Cor-
nely, MCHR executive director 
George Wilson, American Pa-
tients' Assc president Theodore 
Cron, Natl Urban League Wash-
ington director Cernoria John-
son, and NMA Foundation chair-
man Alfred Haynes. The guests 
were no doubt an impressive 
group of ' men and women, dedi-
cated to the improvement of 
health care, not some radical 
group with the gleam of revolu-
tion in their eyes. 
though doctors have a fairly high 
rate of addiction). Yet it is true 
that within youth's general rebel-
lion there has been a great in-
crease in teenage use of mari-
juana, hashish, and the hallu-
. cinogenic drugs. To many peo-
Dr. Quentin Young Speaks 
Community Health 
on 
. travelled from as far as Cali-
fornia at their own expense. 
The first indication of im-
pending trouble was in the printed 
agenda received by the partici-
pants from HEW. Anticipating an 
opportunity to discuss with Secy 
Finch their concern with our 
crisis in health care, and for 
frank interchange between ad-
ministration and responsible cri-
BY TOM WILLIAMS 
The cast for the administra-· 
tion . was announced as Robert 
Finch, Secy of HEW, Jack Ven-
naman, Undersecy of HEW, Roger 
Egeberg, Asst Secy for Health, 
Leon Panetta, Director of the Of-
fice for Civil Rights, Edward 
Cross, Asst. Surgeon General, 
and Louis Rives and Robert Nash. 
The invited guests included NMA 
President Julius Hill, ,Natl Dental 
Assc representative Harvey 
Webb, Leadership Conference on 
Civil Rights "executive director 
Marvin Kaplan, Physicians' For- . 
um president · John Holloman 
ple this distinction among drugs "It died a slow death with-
is silly-" all drugs are harmful out anyone noticing. Don't both-
and should be illegal" (alchohol, ~ er with that SAMA meeting," ad-_ 
tobacco, tranquili~ers?). This vises a sophomore medical 
kind of attitude lies at the root of student to his freshman friend 
why young people' have taken li- as they gaze at a SAMA meeting 
berties so readily with old tabus notice. Resuscitation, however, 
of our culture--drugs, sexr the is in full swing for SAMA at Jef-
American tradition, etc. ferson as is · evidenced by the 
The youngpeopledemandrea- nature of its speaker this month. 
sons_ why they should act in acer- Dr. Quentin Young from Chi-
tain manner. Adults have given cago will speak followed by a~ 
,them half truths in order to dis- panel discussion on Wednesday 
guise thei~ inner need tu- retain Dec. 17 at 7:30 in the mezza-
' the moral ' order to ·which they nine auditorium of the Commons-
. : are accustomed. The reasons a Building. Upjohnis supplyingtra-
parent gives his child ft>r1 ~ot veling expenses for Dr. Young. 
smoking marijuana . may al.lude He is past president of MCHR 
to health, butwhatupsets~he'&ar- (Medical Committee for Human 
ent is that the child would even Rights), currently editor of 
question the ~stablished .. ~~Eal MCHR's Health Rights News, and 
law" that drugs are evil , _ £-dru~ former national SAMA advisor. 
·problem does exist, but the blind _His topic will be ••How Medical · 
approach of most. adults is unfair Students Can Help Bring Health 
to the child and inconsistant with Care to the Community." 
adult behavior. The consequence Dr. Young should be provo-
of this hypocrisy is r~belli,on. cative to say .the least. Besides 
The federal government . being an internist in private prac-
seex:ns to have taken a step in tice and a professor of internal 
. the right direction by allocating medicine at Michael Reese Hos__,,-
$30 million for. drug education . piWl in Chicago,: in 1968 Dr. 
iil the public schools. The medi- Young was a candidate for Con-
ca! profession must stand behind gress in Chicago on the Peace 
good drug education and must and Freedom ticket. Also, Dr. 
assert that drug control for the Young recently successfully and 
population is a health problem, beautifully defended MCHR when . 
·not a moral one. Our education . it was subpoenaed for conspir-
programs must begin to tell the . acy during · the Chicago Demo-
tnith about drugs-not just sup- cratic National Convention riots 
port a blanket condemnation of 1968. MCHR provided medical 
which is pure hypocrisy for a assistance during the riots. Other 
***** -
Speaking of Nurses 
Nurses: Help us fill_ these columns. We need your help to cover 
the activities at the nursing school. Join the ARIEL staff; come to 
the December 3 staff meeting. 
*****: 
Sen. Clark .Says "Get Out and Get Out Now". 
ding by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and General Maxwel l Taylor 
which forced Johnson into send-
ing combat forces. Rather than 
placing blame for the escalation 
on LBJ or the Senate passage of 
the Tonkin Gulf resolution, he felt 
that military' s outright misre-
presentation of facts about the 
situation, scared the government 
into acting without careful a-naly-
sis. He concluded by saying that 
when we do extricate ourselves 
from Vietnam, tremendous pres-
sure must be applied to our 
government in order that prior-
ities for government spending be 
shifted away from the military 
and toward urgentlyneededdom-
estic improvements. 
In addition to Senator Clark, 
Norville Reese, a political acti-
vist, McCarthy campaign man-
ager, and past president of the 
Americans for Democratic 
Action, also spoke about Viet-
nam. He related several dis-
cussions he had with pres~d­
ential foreign affairs advisor, 
Henry Kissinger. Interestingly 
he said that Kissinger had told 
him in May 1969, that if in 6 
months he was not assured that 
the U.S. was not withdr awing 
from Vietnam, Mr. Reese could 
(Continued from page 1) 
"tear down the walls of the 
White· House.'' Mr. Reese felt 
that there wa·s no assurance of 
withdrawal from President Nixon 
and that his explanation only 
served to prolong our involve-
ment. 
The Moratorium Day pro-
gram was organized by Dr. Peter 
Liebert, Assistant Professor of 
Pediatrics and Surgery. 
***** 
Music .. Rock 
(Continued from page 4 
cert with the Band in the next 
few months. 
The Beatles Get Back album. 
is scheduled for release in Fe-
bruary. It was originally sche-
duled for release this summer. 
A feature film, based on the re-
cording of this album, will be 
distributed eventually by United 
Artists in this country. It will be 
named after a ballad on the al-
bum, "Let It Be". 
Ed Sullivan will · honor the 
Beatles with an hour special in 
February. Guest artists will per-
form Beatie songs live and film 
· clips of the Beatles will be in-
cluded. The Beatles are sche-
duled to make a non-performing 
. live appearance on · the "show. 
defenses were not so successful, 
resulting in the now famous 
"Conspiracy Eight" case. 
Following Dr. YoUng's talk 
there will be a discussion per-
iod. Participating in the discus-. 
sion will be Dr. Yourlg, the audi-
ence, and a panel consisting of 
students and physicians from the 
Philadelphia area who are knowl-
edgeable on the topic. 
. tics; the guests instead were sent 
an agenda outlining presentations 
by administration spokesmen, 
apparently meant to occupy most 
of the meeting time, with one last 
Activist 
BY JAY S. ROSEN 
Psychologists 
Meet 
_line, almost seemingly as an 
afterthought, "Other Areas ofln-
terest Raised by the Partici-
pants.'' It was clear from the be-
ginning that the administration 
was going to preach, not listen. 
With most of the "actors" 
assembled, UndersecyVennaman 
announced that Finch regretted 
that he had to be absent because 
of a cabinet meeting. Within nine-
ty secorxis of beginning the meet-
ing, Vennaman alsoexcusedhim-
self. Leon Panetta was left as em-
cee, he introduced Dr. Egeberg. 
Egeberg (the liberals one hope 
in HEW. and perhaps the cabinet, 
and perhaps in the entire admin-
On November 10, 1969 the 
Philadelphia Chapter of Psycho-
logists for Social Action met at 
Jefferson Hall. This chapter is a 
new one - - it hasn't yet request-
ed official status in the parent 
organization -- and the Novem-
ber 10 meeting was only the third 
in its young existence. The for-
midable title . of the evening's · 
discussion was ''The Relevance 
of EducationandTraininginPsy-
chology to · Contemporary So--
ciety ." However, topics ranging 
from the above advertised, 
through the goals of psychology 
Jn general, -to the then upcoming 
Washington peace march were 
given open forum. 
One obvfous reason for the 
wide variety of subjects covered 
was the lack of enforced 
structure during the proceed-
ings. The plan of the meeting 
was for the members of a panel 
composed of psychologists and 
psychology students to exchange 
their own views on the prescrib-
ed topic with the · other panel 
members and with the audience. 
However, since this ' proto-
chapter has no elected officers 
***** 
Book Preview 
(CoTJtinued from page 4) 
Fiss is designing a more 
simplified distribution system 
for the 1970 "Clinic" that, hope-
fully, will guarantee a- book for 
everyone who orders one. 
He also revealed that class 
representatives will begin taking 
student orders after the Christ-
mas holidays. The price for stu-
dent copies will .be unchanged at 
$8.50, he points out, despite high-
er productin costs. 
The decision to maintain the 
traditional student copy price was 
based on the conviction that · stu-
dents are least able to absorb 
increasing costs, which are up 
more than 50 percent in the past 
three years alone. 
Fiss says he is confident 
that despite lagging contribu-: 
tions so far, the traditional alum-
ni and parent support for the 
Clinic will manifest itself in a 
surge of contributions over the 
next two months. 
He added that prospective ad-
vertisers are expected to begin 
booking space in earnest once the 
Christmas holidays are over. 
Meanwhile, the editorial and 
photographic staffs are preparing 
for their next two deadlines, 
which come in early Jan~r.y and 
· late February • 
and little precedent upon which 
to draw, the somewhat confused 
state that followed is quite under-
standable. There was some fore-
warning that whatever the dims 
were at the outset, they were 
never to be achieved. ~efore the 
meeting started, - one of . the 
panelists was overheard being 
asked by .. a friend . whether he 
knew what he was going to say·· · 
(Continued on page 11) 
(Continued on page 11) 
Whatever Happened . to 
SAMA? 
BY EUGENIA MILLER 
''Why did you join SAMA, 
John?'' 
"Well ••• um •• J reallydon't 
know •• .• They have a good maga-
zine.'' 
Judging from the participa-
tion of Jefferson students in 
SAMA (Student American Medi-
cal Association) programs, one 
would think that readingTheNew 
Physician was the primary rea-
son for joining the organization. 
All 400 Jefferson members re-
ceive SAMA's magazine, but no 
more than a handful of students 
join in its actiyities. SAMA's 
The New Physician has received 
the grand award of the American 
Medical Writer's Association 
and many honors for its contri-
butions in the field of medical 
education. SAMA has much more 
to offer than a magazine sub-
scription, however. 
Through lectures and confer-
ences organized on local, re-
gional and national levels, SAMA 
provides its members many op-
portunities to discuss and to 
exchange ideas about a wide 
variety of medical problems. A 
few students at Jefferson have 
taken advantage of such oppor-
tunities. 
Ten SAMA inembers parti-
cipated in the conference on the 
.. Health Care Crisis in the United 
States" at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Medical School in Baltimore, 
Maryland, inearlyOctober.Here 
they listened to lectures and 
discussed practical political and 
financial problems of adminis-
ter ing · bealth care to the com-
munity. Those who agreed 
that such problems, though far 
removed from those encountered 
in lab and textbook were no less · 
·relevant to the practice of medi-
cine. 
The students who attended 
the SAMA regional conference on 
Medical education at Hershey 
Medical School on November 14 
and 15 returned with construc-
tive ideas about changingjeffer-
son' s curriculum and grading 
system. One of the ten, Joe 
Mullen admitted that as a result 
· of attending the conference he 
had become excited about pos-
sibilities for change at Jeffer-
son. Joe meritioned two ways the 
Jefferson program could be im-
proved -- initiation of a pass-
fail system and comprehensive 
integration of traditional aca-
demic disciplines. Joe affirmed 
that such changes though not 
particularly radical, require the 
work of many interested students 
and a cooperative faculty. 
SAMA' s plans for future con-
ferences include an address at 
Jefferson on December 16byDr. 
Quenton Young, a former na-
tional chairman of the Medical 
Committee for to SAMA. 
SAMA is not all talk.Although 
some members may only read 
magazines or attend conferences, 
others have couples ideas with 
action. Fourteen Jefferson stu-
. dents with SAMA members from 
Women's Medical College are 
conducting a series of coeduca-
(Continued on page 9) 
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Violence in the 
Atmosphere 
ARIEL 
New Student 
Government 
Forming 
A new student organization is 
being formed atT JUo The College 
of Allied Health Sciences is 
Dr Kratz Views Grass 
Research 
BY ROBIN EDWARDS 
On November ~ . Ralph Nader 
addressed a meeting of the Phila-
delphia-Mont go me ry. Tuber-
culosis and HealthAssociationin 
the Jefferson Hall Commons 
cafeteria. Nader did not appear 
in person before the group; in-
stead he delivered his entire ad-
dress over the telephone from 
Washington, D.C. His speech 
was amplified and broadcasted 
loudly and clearly throughout the 
cafeteria. The theme of his ad-
dress was air pollution. 
Nader urged that air pollution 
be made a prime political issue 
now. He called pollution the ''vio-
lence in the atmosphere," be-
cause it has contributed to the 
deaths of so many individuals 
and debilitated so many more. 
He proceeded to d i s c u s s 
the factors which have allowed 
pollution to continue. Many 
people believe that we have no · 
technological solutfon to the 
problem of -air pollution, but 
Nader feels that they do not ap-
preciate the power of the govern-
ment to program _innovation. For 
example, .we decided to land on 
the moon by 1970 and we did it 
early. In the same way we could 
decide to develop the technology 
which would put an end to air 
pollution. 
Another factor Nader cited in 
the preservation of pollution is 
the breakdown in responsibility 
by industry. In this case the 
techniques already exist for· re-:-
duc ing pollution, . but they are not 
utilized because they are inex-
pedient or expensive.He imputed 
this type of negligence to Gen-
eral Motors as well as other 
major corporations. Gener a I 
Motors, he said, grosses 2.4 mil-
lion dollars per hour. twenty-
four hours a day, yet they still 
produce vehicles which turn the 
air into a sewer. 
Nader stated that ourpresent 
legal system cannot adequately 
fight pollution because it is out 
of date. It is not refined enough 
to deal with corporate giants or 
~~ 
federal and state polluting facil- forming a student government to 
ities. He said our laws are not bring unity to the diversified 
BY LOWELL E. KOBRIN 
evolving to meet new situations. schools of health careers. The .. Don't Bogart that joint, my 
Each time a law is proposed, it schools included in the College of friend. • .pass it over again!" 
is weakened by the lobbies of the Allied Health Sciences are on October 29, a crowd of about 
major corporations who have a Schools of Cytotechnology, His- 100 (exceedingly large for any 
monopoly on experts in the field tology, Medical . Technology, Jefferson meeting, let alone for 
of pollutionresearch •• Hefurther Prac.tical Nursing andRadiology. a Wednesday at five o'clock) 
stated that the laws make it Although a small part of the edu- jammed into Room 407 of J effer-
difficult for the government to cational complex, the college of son Hall for a well publicized 
crack down on industry. For Allied Health Sciences is an im- re-organizational meeting of 
-example, the cars produced in portant part of TjU. With the Jefferson's defunct Student Re-
Michigan are expected to meet a great need of hospitals for para- search Society. Whether it was 
standard. The only testing of medical personnel, T JU trains the free beer and soft pretzels 
these cars is done on industry many young people to meet this 0-r the controversial topic, or 
prototypes, which are tuned up need. even (for a few) a genuine in-
often, and if one sample car ' The student government will . terest in the merits of a student 
doesn't pass the test, another i~ consist of a representative from research organization that drew 
tested. \ each of the five schools. One the masses into that 4th floor 
Among the obstacles to end..: representative will also have a conference room is irrelevant 
ing air nollution. Nader cited the seat on the Commons Council. since the purpose of getting a sig-
. (Continued on page 10) nificant number of sincerely in-
R U • A d d terested Jeffersonians to help -oot, tiger . resses re-establish the society was ac-
- complished as evidenced by the 
Phila. Endocrine Society :~m~:;s;fs~~~:n~:~s~~~~::~ 
BY EUGENIA MILLER liminaries of this inaugural ses-
Allen Root, M.D. of the De-
partment of Pediatrics of Albert 
Einstein Ujiversity, Northern 
Division and Robert D. Utiger, 
M.D. of the Department ofMedi-
cine of the University of Penn-
sylvania, presented aspects of 
their research to the Philadel-
phia Endocrine Society at the or-
ganization's meeting in Jefferson 
Hall, Wednesday, November 19 · 
at 8 P.M. 
Dr. Root discussed .. Prin-
ciples of radioimmunoassay in 
clinical endocrinology and their 
application to grwoth hormone." 
Dr. Utiger spoke about the 
"Radioimmunoassay of thyroid 
stimulating hormone.'' _ 
The technique of . radio-
imrnunoassay employed by both 
men involves the reaction of 
labeled hormone with antihor-
mone to form an anti-hormone-
labeled hormone complex which 
is then reacted with unlabeled 
hormone to produce anti-
hormone-unlabeled h o rm o n e 
complex. Since increase in con-
centration of unabeled hormone 
necessitates a decrease in anti-
hormone-labeled hormone (in-
(Continu.ed on page 10) 
sion included the reasons for 
having a society for student re-
search at Jefferson -- Among 
these purposes is the one that we 
hope to bridge the., gap" between 
Affairs Committee 
AnnOunces Plans 
BY MICHAEL Z. BLUMBERG 
A Student Affairs Committee 
has been established for the 
benefit of the students. This 
committee consists of faculty 
members and three students. Its 
purpose is to solve problems 
concerning student welfare, 
health, counseling, scholarships, 
loans and grievances ---in short, 
any problem ·facing a student at 
Jefferson. 
In order for this committee 
to function, we must be made 
aware of your problems. For 
this purpose a room has been 
set aside iri Jeff Hall M- 27. 
There will be a member of this 
committee there from 12:30-
2:00 every Wednesday to solicit 
your opinions and to help you 
with any problems. 
We have already recommend-
ed to the faculty changes in the 
following areas: 
. .1) Formation of a student 
counseling program, 2) evalua-
tion of student health, 3) possi-
bility of an honor code, 4) dis-
tribution of student mail and 
5) Orlowitz Hall living conditions. 
Additional ·· changes are being-
considered in: 1) Student paging 
system at Jefferson Hospital, 
2) evaluation of accounting of 
student fees, and 3) evaluation of 
professors and lecturers. 
the m~ical school student and 
the graduate student by bringing 
them together at these meetings. 
Thus, at future meetings -- the 
next one to be held early in 
December -- we intend to have 
a medical school presenter and a 
graduate . school presenter each 
talk on a piece of research that 
he has done or is currently in-
vestigating. Each pre~entation , . 
will be followed by a free-for-
all discussion and critique led 
by the students' preceptors. 
Among other goodies that we have 
in store for the coming year are: 
1) cash awards for outstanding 
presentations ..:._ one for a grad-
·uate student' and olie-for a -medi-
cal student, 2) an all-expense 
paid trip to Galveston, Texas 
(Wowll) for a selected student to 
compete for the Mead Johnson 
awards at the 1970- SAMA-Uni-
versity of Texas Medical Branch 
National Student Research 
Forum, and 3) a half-dayholiday 
from classes (we hope) at Jef-
ferson. More will be said about 
these events in future articles. 
Meanwhile, watch the bulletin 
boards for meeting notices. 
The highlight of the October 
29 meeting was a talk by Dr. 
Charles Kraatz, of the Depart.;. 
ment of Pharmacology on "Cur-
rent Research on Marijuana.'' 
Though he did not pass out free 
samples, Dr. Kraatz, after giv-
ing a brief hJstory of the use of 
cannabis, emphasized the need 
for a standard preparation of 
cannabis sativa for proper re-
CENTER CITY 
271 So. 11th St. NEXT TO JEFF. HALL 
Any students interested in 
working with this committee 
should contact any of the follow-
ing people: Mike Blumberg '71, 
WA 5-6996; Ted Sunder '72, 
WA 2- 9286 and Barry Make '70, 
MA 7-8514. 
, search. He also noted that very 
few studies have been perform-
ed with this herb because of the 
legal red tape required to ob-
tain quantities of this exceedingly 
dangerous drug. Dr. Kraatz cited 
the results · of the most recent 
experiments on the human ef-
fects of Jilarijuana -- those done 
by Zinberg ahd _Weil in 1968 at 
Boston University --and brought . 
out the point that it took two 
months to find enough subjects , 
for this double blind study who 
never smoked pot. The informal 
rapping which followed the meet- · 
ing brought forth some interest-
ing views .on this subject from 
various students and faculty 
members. We hope to see con-
tinued interest in subsequent 
meetings of the society. Students 
interested in_ becoming members 
can otitain interim information 
from Lowell Korbrin, Bea Guidon 
or Bob Labita. 
OUR, NIW_ LOCAnOll 
WA 5-1324 MAYFAIR DE 3-6000 
ALL STORES OPEN TILL 5:30 PM -WED. TILL 9:00 
SPECIAL 
COLOR ·8 X _10 
ENLARGEMENT 
REGULARLY $3.15 VALUE r 
A questionnaire pertainingto 
these problems will be passed 
out in the second week of De-
cember. 
TEEV S 
SOCIETY Hill RESTA_URANT 
Air Conditioned - Quick Service 
262 s. 10th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
DID YOU EVER HEAR ABOUT TED'S 
IF YOU HAVEN'T HURRY DOWN. 
WE SERVE YOU THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN, 
AT THE LOWEST PR ICES! 
FOR 60 YEARS, WE'VE BEEN 
SERV~JG THE JEFFl;RSON MEDICAL CENTER 
YOU CAN BUY STUDENT MEAL TICKETS 
ON 50¢ DISCOUNT FOR A $5.00 TICKET 
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The Silent Minority dies marching slowly down Con-
(Co,.tin-q,ed from page J)_ stitution Avenue in a dream-like 
s oldier from another state, other sequence. Not a sound. Even the 
cars had vanished. Only the muf-_ 
than Pennsylvania?~ ' When the fled sounds of short, shuffling 
marshall asked her to repeat the 
steps and an endless train of question, I turned anxiously to light. It was indeed remarkable 
see who owned the straining, al- how the seldom noticed street 
most - spa,stic ~ voice. It was a iights, which flicker on with de-
blind girl. S~e stood next to an dicated regularity every even-
elderly 'lady · and once again ing, seemed to be taking part in 
strained with every muscle in her 
sightless and contorted face to the procession. No longer a noc-
repeat the question. She said turnal guide · to speeding cars, 
the poles stood erect and mir-
she had a special friend from rored our little candles both in 
Colorado whose name she would 
like to carry. In almost too substance and in spirit. As if--
abrupt a manner, the official yes, as if for once, modern tech-
answered that, in theory, she nology was truly serving man. 
could march with any_ state she And, ironically, in the most emo-
chose--but that Colorado had left tional and intangible of ways. 
over two hours ago. A deja vu of sorts. It all looked 
At _ the last tent, I picked up so familiar. Perhaps this was the 
my placard, with the name Jon same route those televised 
Giorgianni printed boldly across ftineral processions took. The 
it. I then fastened my black sidewalk was chalk white and the 
arm band, pinning it closed with barren trees along the way stood_ 
a· "Work for Peace" button and brilliantly against the dark, men-
stepped out into the cold night. acing sky. 
The wind was blowing harder A grassy football field to my 
now, whipping the rain fiercely right reminded me of Jon Gior-
against our unshielded faces. gianni and all those other dead 
we had about a half hour soldiers who musthavelovedthat 
wait before marching. We stood rugged American sport. I could 
on a grassy mound, wearing pla- easily picture them playing in a 
pick- up game on a Saturday af-
cards and hol(\ling a candle in a ternoon, two teams engaged in 
dixie cup which we would light - brutal warfare. Until the end 
at a point across the Arlington of the game--when they would 
Memorial Bridge. It would be shake hands and meet at the 
senseless to light it sooner, we nearest drugstore for a Coke. But 
were told, as the wind would · tpe field was empty. And Jonand 
bl.ow it out as soon as we stepped the others were black letters on 
onto the bridge. a cardboard placard around the 
As we waited,weturnedtoone necks· of thousands of hushed, 
another, engaging in that familiar bundled-up marchers. 
small talk, playing namegeogra- We then turned onto 17th St. 
phy. Yet, invariably, theconver- and headed for the White House. 
sion drifted into our common \One office building on our 
cause, the reason we were here rig}+t had two big glass doors 
on a night when most Americans whe:i;-e a soldier, aprivatedress-
would be , sipping hot coffee in ed iJil fatigues, stood inside. He _ 
front of a television screen, lis- was pressed flat against the glass 
tening contentedly to the late doo17s , peering out like a trapped 
evening news, replete with its animal. His arms were raised 
now-traditional 'football score' up t\o his chest with a V-sign on 
from Viet Nam. _ each hand. A warm, radiant 
Pockets of laughter and loud Sfile covered his face. 
talk could be heard all around Further down the street, we -
us. New Mobe was' selling' sand- passed- several very impressive 
wiches and drinks for contribu- stone buildings, with Greek col-
- t-ions (or free, as was the case umns and various statues adorn-
more -often than not). Yet in spite ing the front and sides. Inscribed 
of the tents, the food and button on the side ' of one building was, 
vendors, and laughter, there was "This is a hallowed place." I 
anything but a carnival atmos- wondered which church was 
phere. One sensed, rather, a located here, right in the heart 
somber ring to the voices which of the seat of our government. 
drifted-upwards, finding little_so- And then I wondered why any 
lace in a starless, overcast sky church, any place of worship, -
which seemed to possess an end- would have to advertise the sanc-
less supply of sharp, pelting rain- tity of the ground. When I march-
drops. ed past the front entrance, it be-
At the top of the mound, we came clear: "Department of Jus-
dispersed into a single file and tice: Federal Buereau of 
were given instructions to remain Investigation.'' 
so for the entire two mile march The very next building on our 
to the Capitol. We crossed the - right was the Archives, similar-
bridge, lit our candles, carefully ly impressive, similarly the 
shielding them from the wind, proud bearer of another pithy 
and officially joined the silent _ · epitaph. At the base of the statue 
procession. · flanking the entrance, the chisel-
At this point, something ed letters ran, "The Past is Pro:.. 
strange happened. Now senseless logue". I then gazed down at the 
to the rain and wind which had sign I was carrying and wonder-
been _ annoying me for over an ed. I wondered if the prologue 
hour, I saw the long line of can- has any bearing on the ensuing 
'ARIEL 
novel, whether there was any 
continuity from one age to the 
ne 'Xt. I wondered what, indeed, 
we learned from our past mis-
takes. And then I realized that 
the true folly of man is tha't he 
allows history to repeat itself--
over and over and over. 
All along the route, Mobe offi-
cials stood at the curb, main-
taining order and smiling at the 
marchers. They exuded warmth 
and provided a rare display of 
man's potential for kindness on a 
night so desparately in need of 
the sun's natural radiance. 
There had been a few police- -
men at intersections along the 
way. However, as we turned onto 
Pennsylvania A venue and neared 
the White House, security mea-
sured tripled. Blue uniforms 
flanked us on both sides, occa-
sionally greeting us with a per-
functory nod. 
In front of the White House, 
I was blinded by a dozen flood 
lights on the White House Lawn, 
painfully obscuring the nation's 
symbol of leadership. At that 
moment, I heard the Mobe mar-
shall instruct the marchers ahead 
of me to shout out the name thP.v 
were carrying as loud as they 
could. I must have done likewise. 
All I remember is being over-
come with an uplifting and fren-
zied involvement, as the Jast 
syllable drifted off my lips and 
into the distant night. I somehow 
had a feeling for the whole no-
tion 'of war and death. I had a 
feeling for Jon Giorgianni and 
the thousands of other dead Am-
erican boys. They were no longer 
mere statistics to me or dillI].er-
time news, but each one of the 
44 ,000 dead meant something 
very personal to me, and whis-
pered something very tender to 
the innermost part of me. And I 
was suddenly enraged. I was upset 
with the whole damned war and 
~[{~on 
ORGANON INC. 
West Orange, New Jersey 07052 
manufacturers of 
LIQUAEMIN® SODIUM: 
(sodium Heparin Injection U.S.P.) 
-and other fine specialty products 
I 
our government's rigorous insis-
tence on victory and saving face. 
But even more. I was upset with 
the whole damned war and our 
government's rigorous insist-
ence on victory and saving face. 
But even more, I was upset with 
myself for having remained sil-
·ent for so long. . 
We then marched down Penn-
sylvania Avenue to the Capitol. 
By this time, many ofthecandles 
had gone out. Some had blown out, 
others caught fire to the dixie 
cup holder and had to be tramp-
led and extinguished. But we all 
continued to -march on to the 
_Capitol, single file and silent. 
The Capitol could be seen 
from quite some distance. The 
dome grew bigger and bigger until 
it came into full view--as did the 
lines of policemen who were there 
to help maintain order .and 
prevent the marchers from get-
ting too close to the Capitol. As 
I approached, the cold stone and 
marble exterior said more to 
me than did the costly, well-
designed edifice. The Capitol 
stood silent, as if unmoved by the 
marchers who walked solemnly 
up one side of the long front 
steps, across a landing, and down -
the other side. 
When we descended, we walk-
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ed slowly up to a row of rough 
wooden coffins. We were in-
structed to take off the string 
and place the placard into the 
coffin. As I neared the coffin, 
I took a final look at the pla-
card. Jon Giorgianni. A name 
I had gotten to know so inti-
- mately these past two hours. 
A name I had to shout out be-
cause he was not here to do 
so himself. A name on offi-
cial Executive stationery which 
meant untold grief to not a few 
broken hearts. 
I sornewh_at reluctantly plac-
ed the card in the cotfin and 
slowly backed away, makipg room 
for the marchers behiI~ me. I 
looked_ up the Capitol stleps and 
watched the silent marchers go 
by, each marcher getting ready 
to shoo his passport to d~ath and 
anonymity and place ii in the 
wooden coffin. _ 
I stood motionless. The rain 
had stopped and a froien haze 
seem~d to envelope th,e early 
morni:pg air. I felt helpless 
for a ' moment, like a 'child in 
the Plilth of an unwieldy, acce-
leratimg car. Yet, I was soon 
overcbme with strength: and de-
termit ation like I , have never 
felt before. I knew it , was too 
cold t o cry. And to;o late. · 
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SAMA(Continued from page 6) 
tional sex -education classes for 
sixth and seventh graders at the · 
Most Precious Blood School at 
28th and Diamond Streets. Al-
tho.ugh Women's conducted a 
similar program last year, this 
is the first year Jefferson stu-
dents have participated. The 14 
medical students, divided into 
seven teams, teach students in 
hourly sessions once a week for 
five weeks. The program began 
November 19. 
In recent SAMA meetings, 
much talk has centered around 
initiation of other service pro-
grams .- Particular interest in 
developing such programs has 
been voiced by freshmen who 
anticipate much free time next 
semester. 
The Vice President of Jeffer-
son SAMA, Ernie Wynne, feels 
very strongly that students here, 
by failing to significantly parti-
cipate in the organization, have 
thereby overlooked important 
educational and service oppor-
tunitie s . While not minimizing 
SAMA's importance at the local 
level , Ernie believes that the 
real action is at the r egional and 
national levels. Here he himself 
.has been involved as the coor-
dinator for Region #3 (Pa., Md., 
W. Va. and DaC.) and as a mem-
ber of the National Committee 
for Minority Admissions. He has 
been invited to attend a White 
House Conference on Food, Nu-
trition and Welfare onDecember 
2, 3 and 4 in W ashingto_!!... 
Several programs sponsored 
nationally by SAMA, which are of 
immediate co,,ncern are the ex- .· 
pansion and improvement of the 
presently operating internship 
evaluation service, and initiation 
of eommunity health projects in 
the rural southeast and on Indian 
reservations in the Midwest. 
SAMA has provided the op-
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vice. The student alone can 
choose to take advantage of that 
opportunity. 
DRUGS ' {from page 6) 
~~ .. ~,.....;ve -. anti....moklng · campaign. 
Millions of people have qu~ 
smoking and youngsters berate 
their parents continually for not 
kicking the awful habit. Secondly, 
it must be reiterated that we can-
not make people criminals be-
cause we think they might be do-
ing something harmful to them-
selves. We could jail all people 
who smoke or eat high choles-
terol diets, but people would cer-
tainly not stand for this. But what 
if one smokes a marijuana cigar_. 
ette. A month ago a 21 year old 
Texan was sentenced to 50 years 
in jail for possession of 2 mari-
juana cigarettes. Anyone who 
supports the lies being told abou~ 
drug · effects must take some 
credit for this absurd sentence. 
There is obviously no easy 
answer, but a few things should 
be clear. Expecting complete 
abolition of drug misuse by legal 
sanctions is as silly as thinking 
that Prohibition would eliminate 
the use of alcoholic beverages. 
People misuse aspirin and vita-
min pills, alcohol and tranquili-
zers. What must be done is re-
search to define the harmful ef-
fects of the variety of drugs, and 
provide this information compre-
hensively to all our people. Cer-
tainly some people will experi-
-·· ------ - --- --menr(don'r rtrey-1rave-a: right to 
·if thev harm no one), and some 
will misuse drugs. With experi-
menters we have no right to do 
anything; with misusers we can 
work to rehabilitate . them and 
prevent them from leadiQg others 
to misuse. We can then attempt 
to control the distribution of 
drugs which are clearly harmful 
and we can remove the stigma 
of illegality (and therefore the 
excitement of rebelling against 
parental morality) from drugs 
such as marijuana which have not 
be~ found to have any consistant-
-1y harmful effects. 
This approach may seem 
risky to some, but it is the only 
way to approach the problems of 
drug use if we wish to dea l r a -
tionally with the freedom of the 
indivHiual. 
I 
- -~- · --- - --
--- --- - --~~--
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How to Succeed in Signing Up 
(Continu.etl fro_rtr. page 4) 
mittee distribute the class, as it 
s~s fit wi,thin locations avail-
able. Final assignments will be 
posted on · the bulletin board. 
Ob/Gyn:.When stopping at the 
office, see Miss Ponte in Room 
300. Special consideration might 
be giv.en for unusual exceptjons-
see Dr. Andros. 
Ortho: Indicate your choice 
as soon as you have made it. 
Ped: Special consideration 
only for very- unusual reasons. 
Psyc: Call Miss Fowler(6106) 
to indicate choice. 
·, Surg: "All Juni<;>r students 
take the block here at Jefferson. 
Seniors sign up for ·the hospital 
of their choice in the Summer 
Quarter preceeding the begin-
ning of the Fall Quarter of the 
Senior year. Students indicate 
the~r choice of" hospit~ls affili-
ated with Jefferson fo rr their 
·surgery Block in the Surgery 
Office, where the choice of 
· ~even hospitals are available. 
Seniors will select a number 
which runs fron:i one to the avail-
able number of students in the 
Surgery Block. Students will then 
sign up for the hospital of their 
choice according to the number 
they have drawn. The days desig-
nated for this will be posted on 
the Junior Board sometime in the 
S~mmer Quarf er ." 
' Block Electives I 
Block electives are Jnder the· 
I \ 
authority of )~he Registrar's 
office. Up to now.; there has been 
a kind of block elective fever 
which has resulted in a rush to 
stake a claim as early as possi-
ble, or at least a little earlier 
than one suspects othed will · 
make their move. 1,· 
Now, hopefully, this haphaz-
ard method will acc'ede to a new 
and fairer system recommended 
by Dean Gonnella. First of all, 
no one is, . to apply for a block 
elective until the brochure des-
cribing these electives is avail-
able in the Registrar's office. 
This event µsually occurs about 
6 weeks in l advance of the new 
block. In addition to the _outline 
w~e a~e accustomed to see, there 
will also be available a more ex-
tensive description of the format 
~d objectives of the course, 
which is turned in by each pre-
ceptor. Copies may also be found 
in the Library. 1 
Then the Registrar's Offiqe 
intervenes. If more students acl-
~ly than \can be accommodated, 
the depaV,\tment will be contacted 
J . , I ' 
to s~ if !th~ l will increase their 
enrollment. Seniors will be giv~n 
priority~ The remaining spaces 
, will be 1a,ssigned by random se-
lection. Those unable to be placed 
will hav~ priority the next time 
the elective is offered. 
\ I. In the questionnaire, it was 
11· sked if the department would 
o.nsider expanding the elective 
o accommodate all interested 
students. Those replying yes 
wer;e: Anat., Anesth, Biochem, 
Med, N-Surg, Ob/Gyn, Ophthal, 
Ortho, Otolar, Ped., Pr Med, 
Dermatology said that they 
have been able to accommodate 
ev..~ryone at Jefferson. Surgery 
said that, all elective blocks are 
taken outside of Jefferson. Affi-
·1 Hated\ hospitals can accommo:.. 
I i L date · only so - many, but . so far 
·this has been adequate. 
·Neurology said they only take 
·the number stated in the cata-
logue (the data for - which was 
not available for the Winter quar-
ter). 1 \ 
It was al~o asked whether the 
department 'would consider al-
lowiifg students to take the elec-
tive at a qualified outside hospital 
(as defined by the department and 
the Qurricult¥TI Committee). Not 
all ·departments answered this 
question, but those that did and in 
the affirmative were: Anesth, 
Med, N-Surg, Ob/Gyn, Ped, Pr-
Med, Psyc, Surg. 
Once you have registered for 
__ a block elective or a Wednesday 
afterno.on elective,J: it is your 
committment to at end. If you 
decide , to drop th . course, it 
must be through the Registrar's 
Offic~ and on the first 2 days that 
the course meets. Each student 
as well as receiving an Honor, 
Pass or Fail, is evaluated by a 
form which will be used as the 
basis for letters of referenc 
and recommend1tions. 
I I I 
I 1 I 
Root, Ut.1g.er Add~esses So. ciet 
(Cdntinued from page 7) 
~ . drease in free labfj!led hormone), 
the cm;1dmtratio~ of una'bel~ 
hormone in a giv~n system ma}f 
be mecj.sured when labeled an4 
unlabeled fraction~ are separat + 
ed by appropriate techniques. i 
Using the a I 
1 
Using the radi~ammunoassay, 
Dr. Root investigated growth 
11ormone levels ~n children ex-
hibiting hyposomatotropism. In 
stutlies on monkeys~ Root initiat-
ed studies of, GH releasing fac-
tors • . 
Dr. Utiger used the radio-
ammunoassay to investigate le-
vels of thyroid stimulating hor-
mone in conditions of hyper and 
hypothyroidism. Utiger found 
TSH levels in hypothyroid in-
dividuals to be increased from a 
control level of 3m. ug./ml. to as 
· much as_ 110 m. ug./ml. Thyro-
xine, corticosteroids including 
dexamethozone were found to be 
I effective depressors ofTSH. Uti-
ger investigated a thyrotropin 
releasing factor and its relation 
to the RSH depressors. 
Dr. Utiger and Dr. Root are 
both members of the Philadelphia 
Endocrine Society. The society, 
the oldest local endocrine 
society, founded in the late 1930' s 
meets eight times a year. At 
two meetings, major lectures 
from outside the Philadelphia-
area are invited to speak. Mem-
bers of the society present their 
own research at the remaining 
six meetings. 
Over half the members of the 
society are physicians. The re-
mainder are professional in-
vestigators, Ph.D's-in biochem-
istry, physiology, or other 
ARIEL 
Gert M. Jacibsohn, Ph.D., 
Associate Professor of Bio-
chemistry at Hahnemann Medical 
--College am President of the 
·. Philadelphia Endocrine Society 
extends a welcome to au Jeffer-
son students who wish to atteoo 
the society's meetings. The next 
meeting of the society is sched-
uled for December 17 in J effer-
son Hall. 
Violence in the Atmosphere 
(Continued from pag~ 7) · 
inability . of citizen groups to 
make their voices hea:rd. In order 
to ove_rczome this problem, he 
said that the le~ders of these 
groups should be. professionals, 
such as lawyers, doctors, en-
gineers and teachers because 
· they have the authority credi-
bility, dignicy and recognition 9f 
the lay people. He stated that un-
fortunately the stress in the 
education of these professionals 
is not on developingforesight and 
the preventive aspects of their 
fields. 
Nader continued by elucidat-
ing five ways in which the prob-
lem of air pollution might be at-
tacked. The first was to generate 
new priorities within corpora-
tions so that they would consider 
the social cost of pollution. To 
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do this, the burden of the cost of 
pollution should be recycled to 
fall on the manufacturer instead 
of on the general public. The con-
trol of pollution should then be 
instituted at the first stage of 
production, and not just a device 
to be tacked on afterward. · 
Secondly, he said we shollid 
encourage the government to give 
incentives for the production of. 
vehicles which pollute less. A 
bill initiating this program by . 
the federal government will go 
into effect within a year, but we 
need bore bills such as these. 
Nader urgecf that · we make 
pollution coritrol a "fish bowl'' 
phenomenon in industry. He en-
couraged us to apply pressure to 
the men in industry who make 
the decisions regarding product 
improvement, such as corpora-
tion presidents and chairmen 
of the boards. He said we 
should force these men to state 
their positions on air pollution 
openly, and to discuss the amount 
of research and money which is 
being devoted to solve the prob-
lem. 
Further, Nader encouraged 
established groups to use their 
power to fight pollution. It takes 
time and funds to organize new 
polluti~~_£?ntrol groups, where-
December, 1969 
as groups such as labor unions 
could use their: power in a so-
cially optimal manner by com-
bating pollution. 
Lastly, Nader described his 
work in pollution control. He has 
been ·conducting a study in Wash-
ington, D.C., of the National 
Pollution Control Administra-
tion. He said it is a goodagency, 
but it is paralyzed. The students 
who are workingforhimarepre-
paring a report on it which will 
be, ready inJanuary.Naderhopes 
·that when these students return 
to their schools they will infect 
their fellow students with the 
· desire to combat pollution. 
In conclusion, Nader stated 
that the benefits of scientific 
progress are goil').g to defense, 
automation and space travel, 
while our everyday meeds ·such 
as better hospitals, education, 
transportation, and pollution 
control are being virtually ig-
nored. He asserted the need for 
group pressure for ·the more 
democratic application of tech-
nology for the benefit of two 
million Americans. Nader furth-
er avowed that the responsibility 
for making air pollution a prime 
political issue rests on the 
shoulders of the professionals 
and professional students. , 
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Announcements 
Senior year block rotations 
(Class of 1 971) will be drawn for 
on Wednesday, December -10 at 
1 P .l'A. in the College auditorium. 
This year, the drawing will be 
held on an individual basis rather 
than as groups of 6 to 10. 
*** 
The deadline for turning in 
ballots on the document on stu-
dent rights, freedoms, and re-
sponsibilities has been extended 
to December 20. The ballots are 
to be · sent to Dr. Fred Harbert, 
fourth floor. Curtis Clinic. 
*** 
Activist Psycholists Meet 
. (Continued from page~) 
once the discussion got under-
way. His reply: .. Of course not.'' 
' , The evening began with some 
long range goals presented by the 
moderator of the panel, Dr. Neil 
Daniels of the PhiladelphiaChild 
Guidance Center. These goals in-
cluded such impressive and far-
reaching activities as setting up 
pre-and post-natal clinics in 
West Philadelphia, establishing 
faculty-student workshops in 
public schools, and becoming 
actively involved in socio-
political causes, such as police 
brutality and peace marches. 
When the floor was turned 
over the panel, the first speaker 
opened with a criticism of cur-
rent learning incentives or 
stimuli artifically and destruc-
tively imposed upon students in 
general. Analogies were made 
between General Motors and 
General Hershey. The concept of 
unconstrm;:tive influence was 
elaborated upon by more than 
half the speakers until one, a 
-..._..,_..-em~~le~, ,g,l:"aduate student, 
roug t up the topic of supposedly 
what the meeting was all about. 
He did this by trying to determine 
what the aims of his chosenpro-
fession were and concluding this 
to be unaswerable. Then, ex-
panding on his noncomitance, he 
modified his view with sweeping 
phrases like'' developing a work-
able conception of the nature of 
}'Ilan" and establishing the tech-
nology of social welfare.'' The 
questioning of the very essence 
of the profession of psychology 
elicited commentary that psy-
' ~ -
. ~~ ·~ 
' regular large Cheese LSO 2.00 
Student Council Elections --
Dec. 17, Jeff Hall, 5:15 PJ\A. 
*** 
W ASAMA invites you anc:! your 
family to an afternoon Christmas 
party at Orlowitz MeetingRoom, 
Dec. 14, 3-5 P.M. Santa will be 
there to mingle and to have his 
picture taken with your kids. 
*** 
Advertise your 
plans in the 
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*** 
chologists had been made soft by 
government money whose sup-
pliers were more than happy to 
keep a potentially threatening 
group busy with harmless, though 
elucidating, studies of_people --
not institutions. 
That a group of scholars 
should grow passively fat on the 
soft campuses while so much is 
needed to be done on the hard 
streets seems to have irked 
some of those growing soft. This, 
apparently, is the reason for the 
founding of a gr0qp with the 
eclectic name of P~ychologists 
for Social Action. Judging from 
the comments of the panel and 
the forty or so audience partici-
pants, there is a certain frus-
tration and desire for action 
among the less conservative of 
the psychology community. Per-
haps a movement to the forefront 
of the initiators of social change 
by the profession with a fresh 
vantage point will help to bring 
relief to our turmoil-ridden so-
ciety. They can't make things 
much worse. 
istration) speaking in general 
terms, noted that he and tile a -
ministration regarded health as a 
right, that there was a need to 
increase the number of people 
going into paramedical fields, and 
that there is great need for furth-
er enhancement of thepool from 
which all health worker man-
power is drawn. (George Wilson 
said that this "short speech 
sounded like an exerpt from 
Health Rights News of two or 
three years ago!") 
Following this brief (10 min-
ute) paid political announcement 
(appeasement?), the floor was 
half whole Regular 
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opened for a few brief questions~ 
Dr. Paul Cornely (APHA) stated 
tliat in his many years of exper-
ience with the Public HealthSer-
vice it had remained " lilly 
white"; there are no minority 
group people in administration 
positions. Egeberg and the ad-
ministration crew had no reply. 
Dr. Holloman then asked, "Dr. 
Egeberg, you spoke of the need 
for expanding manpower sources, 
what are you in the administra-
tion doing about this, especially 
about minority and other disad-
vantaged individuals?" 
Egeberg got quite red in the. 
face and replied, "I'm damned 
tired of you people pointing the 
finger at me and asking what I 
have done ••• "He then recount-
ed how he as dean of USC had in-
creased the of Mexican-Ameri-
cans accepted into med school at 
USC. He said that in his last year 
there, seven were accepted, but 
the four best were stolen or 
bought by other med schools. ''I 
. know the kind of problems which · 
you run: into with this sort of thing, 
and . I have done everything I 
could ••• '' He seemed to be get-
ting angrier and said twice, 
''DON'T MAKE ME MAD.'' He 
then strode out of the room. 
There was a long silence --
the guests stunned, the admini-
stration crew embarrased. Then 
Dr. Cornely rose and said that 
"no national health problems will 
be discussed here, the secretary 
was not here, the undersecretary 
left, and the secretary of health 
walked out, we won't discuss na-
tional issues heres'' 
-~Why was the meeting 
called? 
--Did Secy Finch think so lit-
tle of the guests that he couldn't 
arrange a meeting when he was 
free? 
--Who is undersecy Venna-
man? • 
--Did Egeberg really mean 
that he knows the problems, that 
health is a right , and that he did 
everything that he could? 
--Did the guests make Dr. 
E geberg MAD? 
--What the hell is going on 
in HEW? 
--Are there any men in the 
government who want to address 
the health crisis? · 
--WHO IS MAD? 
This sounds like a fantastic 
fairy tale, but it reallyhappened. 
,Doubters can check with ,George 
Wilson, or other guests, or the 
Washington Post of November 6, 
1969. 
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"LET US SOLVE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT
1 
PROBLEMS" 
. . / 
TOWNE JEWELERS, INC. LOOK AT THESE TREME~DOUS SAVINGS OFFERED. TO READERS OF THE 
I 
1215 WALNUT STREET • PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107 JEFFERSON " 'ARIEL" 
I ' WA 2-7666-7-8 EXCITING SUPER VALUES ON ~LL 
~-----------~ATIONALLY A~VERTISED BRANDS! 
WATCHES 
LADIES' HAMIL TON WATCH by Rhapsody, 
14K Gold Cose, 6 Diamonds (#689-2) 
Retail $189.50 NOW If 9 ,ff. 
. Compl~te Selection of Ladies' Watches 
. at 40% to 50% OFF RETAIL PRICES 
Lucien Piccard - Gruen - Benrus -
· Jules Jurgensen - Vulcain - Waltham 
GENTS' WATCHES 
GENTS' ANGELUS' COIN DIAL WATCH, 
14K Gold Case 
Retail $250.00 NOW 199 ,ff 
Complete Selection of Gents' Watches 
' at 40% to 50% OFF RETAIL PRICES 
Lucien Piccard - Gruen - Benrus -
Jules Jurgensen~ Vulcain - Waltham 
./ 
14K GOLD JEWELRY 
COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
CHARMS, CHARM BRACELETS, 
BANGLE BRACELETS, PINS, 
DIAMOND AND OPAL JEWELRY 
50% Off Retail Prices 
PIERCED · EARRINGS 
14K GOLD, . LARGE SELECTION 
OF DIAMOND, OPAL, JADE, 
, GARNET, CAMEO, SCARAB, ONYX, 
CUL TUR ED PEARL, and HOOP EARRINGS 
50% Off Retail Prices 
SAMSONITE "Medalist" 
ROYAL TRAVELLER LUGGAGE 
LADIES' 21" O'NITE CASE , 
Retail $35.00 NOW 126 ,ff 
MEN'S TWO-SUITER 
Retail $53.00 Nowl39,ff 
LADIES' DIAMOND RING with 2 Baguette Diamonds, Retail 
14K .White Gold (Rhapsody #2557) and $968.00 
MATCHING LADIES' DIAMOND WEDDING RING. 
3 Baguette Diamonds, (Rhapsody #2568) - NOW 
Total Weight of Set-:-- 0.92 Ct. 1444,()() 
Complete Selection of Ladies' and Mens' Di-omond Rings 
at 50 % OFF RETAIL PRICES 
SPECIAL VALUES! 
Retail liQ! 
GRADUATED CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE-
3Yix7MM, 14K Gold Clasp (#100) ...•.. $37.50 $17:88 
LADIES' GENUINE 6 STONE 
SCARAB BRACELET ........... SPECIAL $6.88 
WESTCLOX ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK 
(Minikin Model) ...... . ............ $4.98 $3.33 
JEWEL BOX by London, Solid Hardwood, 
5 Drawers, Cahinet Doors, 
8Yi'' x6!f' x 14" (#8302) . .... . ...... $29.95 $17.88. 
PARKER PARDNERS SET, 
T-BALL JOTTER & PENCIL .......... $3.95 $2.44 
7 x 35 BINOCULARS by Ja ~on (#124) ..... $55.00 $30.88 
.. Water Pik" DENTAL HEAL TH 
APPLIANCE ................... $25.95 $17.88 
GE PORTABLE PROFESSIONAL 
HAIR DRYER (#HD54) ....... . .... . .. $28.98 $18.88 
GE STEAM & DRY IRON 
15 Steam Vents (#F62) .......... SPECIAL $9.88 
GE CUSTOM ELECTRIC KNIFE (#EK4) SPECIAL $11.88 
PHILCO FM/ AM TRANSISTOR RADIO 
(#T993) .. . . ····· · ····· .... . ... $31.95 $19.88 
PHILCO PORTABLE STEREO 
Detachable Spe.akers (#1477) ......... $69.95 $51.88 
PHILCO 8" PORTABLE TV . . ...... SPECIAL $71.88 
HOOVER DE LUX E"'HANDIVAC (#2941) SPECIAL $19.88 
PANASONIC FM/AM STEREO RADIO 
in Walnut Cabinetry, Sol id State Engineered, 
Separate 6Yi" Speaker Systems 
Retail $125.00 NOW 199,95 
MATCHING 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER 
Retail $49.95 Nowl39,95 
L 50% Qff Retail Prices , 
SIL VERPLA TED and STERLING 
HOLLOWARE GIFTS 
by Poole, Bristol, Pilgrim, Alvin, Web, 
F. B. Rogers,· Sheridan -
Large Selection i>f Serving Trays, Tea 
Sets, Chafing Dishes, Casseroles, Bowls, 
Sugar and Creamers, and Other Silver Gifts 
40% Off Retail Prices 
KODAK INSTAMATIC CAMERAS 
INSTAMATIC "44" CAMERA 
NOW $7,77 
INSTAMATIC "314" COLOR iOUTFIT 
Retail $41.95 Nowil29,,77 
------- ---~------' 
Lady Sunbeam "Twin Head") #LS4B 
Retail $10.50 Niow 17 25 
Remington Lady-Go-Lightl r ·I// I:.(} 
Retail $16.95 _ Nqw . .,,, 
Lady Horelco Beauty Sache ~ #25LS 
Retail $22.50 NOW 1/4,,45 
; 
M EN S ' ELECT RI ~ IS HAVERS 
I Sunbeam Shavemoster #5671 / ~ 
Retail $25.25 NOW .,,,5, 95 
Remington Lektro Blade 7 Cord / Cordlei;s 
Retail $34.95 Nowl23,95 
Norelco Tripleheader #35T I . ~I: 
. Retail $29.95 NOW /9,7~ 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS HOURS 
NOYEMBE-R 24th to DECEMBER \ 24th 
-0~~--. 
11e°""' ~ s~ - 9:3o ?t,1/t, eo 9;00 ~,1/t, 
· Sr,uedatf --· - 10:00 -?1,_1/t, to 4:00 ~, 1/t, CHARGE WITH 
UNI-CARD 
fJ{soi ~ · ~ "'4 ~ dofz/'U«J ~ee, _· 
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